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States (hat neither shall do anything
concerning Mexico without informing
the other. As far as (treat Britain is
concerned, however, sTie has agreed
to leave matters in the hands of the
I'uited States mi the understanding
London, Nov. 13. The release of
that Washington will do its best to
James Larkin from prism: ii; Dublin
protect lives and property of British
has apparently served to intensify the
subjects in Mexico.
bitter feelings in the labor world i.f
Of course, it is understood,
that
a
nnd
strike
British
Isles,
gei.'tvil
the
Great Britain would like to see the!
the
unionists
tbrcusliuit'
trade
ol'
Mexican difficulty settled without re-United Kingdom is ngam hr?aetied.
course to war, but should intervention!.
men
in
to
are
th
mood
The union
j
be decided on, England would offer no-THAT MANY ARE KNOWN TO HAVE
EFFORT MADBY NEWSPAPERS
OF
f(;lit the dispute in Dublin la a finish.
objection.
An emergency meeting of the trades
It
was
Die
announcement
BEEN LOST ON THE GREAT LAKES,
hoped
that
THAT STATE TO PLACE BEFORE
union parliamentary
committee has
General Huerta could expect no sup- WHILE
OTHERS HAVE been summoned for November if, to
SEVERAL
COLORADO STATEMENT OF FACTS
!
!
port, moral or otherwise, from Eng-;
consider proposals for a general stopwould induce him to step aside
land,
AND
FROM
HEARD
NOT BEEN
REGARDING
CALLING AND
CONpage of work in the British Isles.
in favor of a candidate acceptable to
Larkin Liberated.
the government at Washington.
ARE OVER DUE AT PORT.
OF
DUCT
STRIKE.
13. James THE PRESIDENT HAD PREPARED A MOST DISSOLVE
Nov.
Dublin, Ireland,
LEADER
DOES
RECENTLY
ELECTED CONSTITUTIONALIST
May Ask Germans to Leave.
Larkin, leader of the Transport Work-jer1.'!.
Nov.
The
German
Berlin,
legaSTATEMENT ON THE MEXICAN!
BUT SAYS
NOT WANT MEDIATION,
RECONGRESS OR DIPLOMATIC
union, was liberated today from
tion in Mexico City today again ur--J
PROPERTY LOSS IS
Mount Joy Prison, Where he was serv-jinFROM GOVERNOR TO
DEBUT
FAVORABLE
EMBARGO
ON
IF
AMMUNITION gently advised the Germans residing!
LATIONS WITH U. S. WILL CEASE.
SITUATION,
-j
a sentence of seven months' im
in Torreon and Diirango to leave those
MORE THAN $3,000,000 prisonment for sedition. Larkin afterVEL0PMENTS
CAUSES HIM TO
IS LIFTED HE WILL DO THE REST cities on account of the expected hosHUERIA WANTS TO ARGUE THE
MINER, ALL TESTIFY
wards appeared at the labor headtilities there. The Mexican diplomatic
occasin
CHANGE
MIND.
hall
and
the
HIS
IN SHORT ORDER.
quarters
Liberty
QUESTION, BUT LIND LEAVES.
reports have made financial arrange- Poht Huron, Mich., Nov. 13. Re- ion was seized on by his followers to
Denver, Colo., Nov. 13. An effort
Iments for the purpose of assisting
n
in
Inn
mnlro
domnnst
rut
of
rainnrlfn
more
came
vessels
hip
missing
ports
All the warnings to place before Colorado, a complete,
them to depart.
had
settled
0,1
today but great fog banks
NO REASON IS GIVEN
HALE DELIVERS NOTE
GERMAN MINISTER
given earlier to the German residents, j unprejudiced and conservative state-i- t
strTL6
down over Lake Huron nnd the sec
connection with the
is pointed out, proved fruitless, asment o til;,s
rntun
"T
tri
nm
Fmrlnml
trninsr in
Hip
ret of the number and Identity of lost
Ar ni I tIA
mil AllltlAr ur
calling and conduct of the strike in
four
left
Torreon.
only
FROM
U.
HAND
GOVERNMENT
IN
TAKES
GAME
S.
rLAno
rim
ships and men in the recent gale was fiery cross. In a few hours there will
The German government considered the southern Colorado coal fields was
far from being revealed. The latest be a general strike throughout Great
the expediency of advising all made here today.
today
disaster reported was to the effect Britain," James Larkin told huge
Editors from all parts of Colorado
D. C, Nov. 13.
Presi- Mexico
13.
German
Washington,
Re
Nov.
Mev.,
13.
City,
subjects resident, in the
Nov.
General
Nogales, Sonora,
that the steamer John A. McGlean, crowds, which assembled in front of dent WiJson told the Washington corof Mexico to remove
to the met to hear the facts presented by the
ports that General Huerta had fled Carranza, head of the Mexican conof the Hutchinson 'Steamship com- Liberty hall after his release.
respondents today that he did not from the federal cupital were revived stitutionalists said today he would not coast towns for greater safety. It is parties directly and indirectly conpany, of Cleveland, had gone down.
contemplate issuiug a statement on this afternoon owing to the inability accept, mediation in any form by the thought probable that. 1his measure cerned. The meeting was arranged
The report came in today.
by John C. Shaffer, editor of the
of those interested in his actions to United States or any other
THE DAY IN CONGRESS the Mexican situation.
foreign will be adopted shortly,
six ships
Including the McGean,
Itocky Mountain Newa and Denver
"There is an element iu the case," find any definite trace of him.
He
reiterated
government.
previous
may be on the bottom of Lake Huron,
Times, who was made chairman.
Rumors that General Huerta was statements that, the constitutionalists
he said, "which I cannot at present
Senate.
ON THE TRAIL
and a hundred or more sailors are
discuss, but" which make it look to planning to take a German steamer desired only the right to import arms
Outlining the object of the meeting,
Met at noon.
almost certain to have been drowned.
me very much more favorable."
been current here and ammunition
for
have
OF TAMMANY'S
Mr, Shaffer stated that men who had
Uuitel
Kurope
from
the
two
into
divided
Banking committee
The bodies of two men who sailed on
worked in the mine, operators
The president was asked what he for several days. These, however, had States.
and
CAMPAIGN MONEV state
the McGean are said to have been sections to work on the administraofficials would be given a full
meant by the word "favorable" and he not been crediled.
General Carranza again declined to
picked up today below Sarnia in the tion currency bill.
and impartial hearing.
Owing to the fact that the provis- discuss the subject matter of the conSenator Pittman's bill to relieve replied that he used it in relation to
St. Clair river. The steamer passed
New York,
Y., Nov. 13. Geo. II.
the demand for the elimination of ional president, is not accustomed to ference between William Bayard Hale,
Governor Amnions briefly outlined
up here at JO: 20 Sunday morning and miners' on the Seward peninsula from
observe any routine, it is still re- - President Wilson's agent, and himself McGuire, the Syracuse bonding agent facts that have come to his attention
Huerta.
nothing has been heard from her since performing certain work on their
in
was
state
still
a
as
a
re
such
today
but
he
reiterated
reas
previous
jesterday,
probable that he may
The president declined to reveal garded
prior to and since the strike was
then, until the reports came in today. claims, because of their destitution
in due statements that once permitted to im- sult of his collapse on the witness called.
He reviewed briefly his enOne of the bodies is said to have been by recent floods and fires, was passed. whether developments at Mexico City appear in his usual haunts
to
he
was
stand
unable
that
arms
Tuesday,
without
restrictions, the
(port
deavors to bring together the opponSenator Chamberlain introduced a or Nogales, the headquarters of the time.
identified as that of John Cody.
resume
his
this
afternoon
could
testimony
At noon the American Charge de'- constitutionalists
guarantee
ents In the controversy, explaining
Up to this morning, 27 bodies and bill to advance one grade all army, constitutionalists had occasioned his
re-Nelson O'Shaughnessy,
safety of foreigners In Mexico and the at the John Doe inquiry into charges that on each attempt the stumbling
wreckage of all description had been navy and public health service officers optimism, He made it plain that It Affaires,
that
contributions
exacted
in
Tammany
block was "recognition of the union".
tossed up on the Canadian t'Vore from working more than six years on the was the aim of this government not ported that there had been no new establishment of stable government
from contractors doing state work.
in connection with theja flinrt ,imeInterrogated with
"I am convinced that the civil auPoint Edward, opposite here, north Panama canal.
only to eliminate Huerta, but all that developments
District Attorney Whitman announc thorities were unable to prevent dis
made by the Uuited States ei ence to the suggestion that the
to Goderich. Life belts, lifeboats and
Adjourned at 1:21 p. m. to noon he stood for in Mexico's official circom ed a little later that there would be order and bloodshed in the
water soaked cargo bore evidence to Monday.
strike
cles. The president let it be known government in regard to the Mexican constitutionalists might get into
munication with Mexico City, through no further inquiry tills afternoon.
zone" the governor stated that the
House.
indicate that the steamers
that such communications as he had congress.
Regina,
and
Lind
Mr.
at
this
Hale
John
Mexico
13.
ProvisMexl,
the
district
at
point
McGuire's
Nov,
City,
Met at noon and Representative received, Justified him in feeling that
testimony,
national guard was sent to the coal
Charles S. Price, Wexford and Jaines
Carruthers were probably at the bot- Hensely of Missouri made a speech in the country approved this govern- ional President Huerta showed no at Veia Cruz and thus possibly obtain torney added, was essential before camps to restore and maintain order
of
a
the
election
of
was
this
provisional
The
president
and
further.
weakening
tom of the lake. In the meantime, the favor of a naval holiday for the Unit- ment's policy, so far as it had gone. signs
morning
proceeding
hearing
without favor to either side.
the American embassy was in a state acceptable to all factions In Mexico, postponed until next week, the exact
overturned .derelict lay in the lake a ed States.
The governor pointed out that there
Dispatches from Nogales announc- of
the
rebel
leader
declared
that
exto
not
flatly
date not being decided.
suspense,
Tew miles northeast of here as myster
knowing what
Speaker Clark presented a W. C. T- ing that General Carranza would not
is no state law under which he can
would
no
with
intercourse
he
have
next.
A rumor was current that Governor
.
ious as ever. A diver was ready this U. protest against the reprinting of accept mediation by this government pect
compel arbitration, and expressed the
An early caller on Nelson O'Shaugh- Huerta.
Glynn would order convened a Bpeclal hope that some way might be found
morning to make another effort to orations delivered at the funeral of or any other, were met with comment
Carranza was an ardent, supporter term of the supremo court in New to arrange a truce or
learn her name, but he had to wait Adolphus Ilusch in the Congressional by- White House officials that no nessy, the American charge d'affaires,
temporary arAs Governor of York county to follow the John Doe
until the fog had lifted.
record. ;
mediation had been offered nor was was the German minister to Mexico, of President Madero.
rangement that would end the presto
was
the
first
he
revelations.
Coahulla,
repud1:41
at
to
who
in.
arrivVon
Admiral
Paul
Ailthough marine men in the locality
noon,
p,
Adjourned
'
Hintze,
ent strike, until the nennio of
likely to be. It is understood that the
iate Huerta, and his declaration today
John K. Clark, an assistant district do shall have ai
were still firm In their belief this fore- Friday.
parleys so far with the constitutional- ed before Mr. O'Shaughnessy had was in line with former statements
from
returned
noon that the overturned steamer is
Oswego,
attorney,
today
on an initiated U
ists have been confined to a discussion breakfasted.
the Regina, the latter's owners were HOBSON ENDORSED BY
the course of that he would have nothing whatever j and reported to his office that he had or arthority to i
It developed tod'-siof. lifting the embargo on arms, and
te
war-W,
the
Huerta
to
government.-evidence
obtained
sufficient
v
insistent in he contrary They jdainv-eLEAGUE. assurance., for" the
Three miners,
protection of for- the preliminary exchange" of views
h President Wilson
in posses- - j rallt indictment for extortion of one
their boat had a marked bow as
Dennison and A.
between John Lind, and personal rep- slon
eigners.
to
answer
the
of
the
propo(alleged
man."
today
13.
bow
resoof
a collision. The
the result
The
Tammany "bag
Columbus, Ohio, Nov.
worked in the sc.
uiurado coal
The status of the Mexican situation resentative of President Wilson, and sition presented yesterday by the!
of the partially submerged vessel was lution committee of the
camps, described conditions under
to noon today may be summed up the Mexican officials on the question American government,
up
WillA
through
NORTH
WORKING FOR
said to be smooth and undamaged. It league of America in convention here
which they worked. Among the comof dissolution of the new Mexican
as follows:
iam Bayard Hale, General Venustiano
AND SOUTH HIGHWAY.
was certain, however, that the bottom today endorsed the candidacy of Rich- substantially
General Huerta advanced
plaints
congress,
specified by them were those
of
which
The
demands
the
American
leader
the
A
13.
Carranza,
patriarchal
Denver. Colo.. Nov.
of the two steamers were much alike mond Pearson Hobson. of Alabama.
meeting contained in the union demands at the
could not dissolve it the constitutionalist,
the
he
that
plea
on
the
made
revolt
yesterday
against jof delegates from Montana, Wyoming, time the
and statements that the mysterious for United States senator from that government
strike was called.
because it had been legally elected.
i
nwnifpil fnrtnv a. rpnlv frnm
rn.,
h.i....j
wreck was that of the Regina would state over Oscar W. Underwood, ma- provisional authorities at Mexico City
Mi- nil
toiuruuu, iNKW ivjtiAiru, turn l "acibi iu
runlv in thin ..W? thP nrp- These included a
un
to
not
time
hrnueht.
had
finv
that
The
present-!
proposition
Washington.
DlanB for tUe construction
of
not change their opinion until a diver jority leader in congress. Donald C.
dev,H
v.
pay for all dead work, the right to
or thole retire-- sentation of demands made
w
u.t
McMullen of Tampa, Fla., who intro- rnqnnnse from
had gone down and read her name.
nignway rrnm u inei purchase supplies where they please,
United States government, accom that Hip TTnitprl Stntpe wmilri nnnn thn a
m,
uiar-iemm
The list of recovered dead is as duced the resolution, declared that ' (t,r
imiiuuui
leiiowHioiie
a wage increase and the demand for
.
.
. (panied by the declaration that what
,
w
,wl
wuoumiiuiiauow
uu r or Mexico. ODenea
xne
follows:
"He knew Underwood's connection
American cnarge,
Huerta had flpn abie to do outain arms n rarranza coum guaran narks, to the
recognition of the union.
Three from the steamer Regina.
here this afternoon. About 100 repre
with the liquor interests made him an nessy, nau nut uten nimrucieu iu cull w
John f CtRtrnnil vtna
"
a
of
establishment
within
t,h,e
ortr
nor
his
have
for
Good
Roads'
of
One unidentified.
Organlza-from
steps
any
passports,
i,ee
the
sentatives
impossible candidate,"
VIofor.Aniorir.on
own creation,
one
Vc nnmno
with
the foundation of tions in the various states were presreasonable
and
withtime,
the
far
toward
been
thus
taken
view.
of
Seven from steam Price.
league's point
An official notification was publish- real
opened the presentation of the operain
the
government
of
representative
his
functions.
drawal
McGean.
steamer
ent.
in
from
Mr.
diplomatic
a short address,
Hobson,
Twenty
tors' position. He reviewed former
ed here today under yesterday's date southern
republic. This would carry
The latest American demand came
Seven from steamer Carruthers.
Two plans were in contemplation Htrlkes In Colorado and the
said he would be a candidate and
those Mexican senators and with it the certainty of the eliminaordering
happenings
will
which
on
for
action
Huerta
preOne
Wexford.
steamer
was
Nine from
when the meeting opened.
pledged himself to fight for the fedwho were elected on October tion of Huerta without the
prior to the calling of the
necessity for the organization of a new associa- immediately
The bodies are now distributed at eral amendment prohibiting the man- vent the meeting of the congress deputies
of
strike.
present
the
afternoon
of armed intervention by the United tion, with representatives in every
voted upon at the election held on 20 to assemble during
shore towns on the Canadian shore. ufacture and sale of intoxicants.
He stated that, In effect, all the de15 in
their re- - States.
October 26, and no rejoinder has been Saturday November
Twenty bodies from the McGean were
important city and town through mands asked by the United Mine
to
their
effect
houses-Jorder
spective
Constitutionalists
expressgenerally
made to that demand.
washed ashore at Goderich.
which the proposed highway would Workers of America officials, were In
CHINESE PARLIAMENT
ed great pleasure today at the attenAt Least Ten Vessels Lost.
IS FORMALLY SUSPENDED.
which organization.
tu rra,u
The unofficial negotiations
mi.- -.
force at the time the strike was cal- Lind
When
John
yesterday
early
them
tion
bestowed
the
upon
by
Detroit, Mich., Nov. 13. A total of
present Colorado to the Gulf highway ,Bt)i with tne exception of the re
China, Nov. 13. The Chi- William Bayard Hale is carrying for- sent a notification to Huerta that the American government in
Peking,
Mr.
sending
to include the north- - n lt!on of the union
so
as
at least ten vessels and 168 lives were nese parliament was suspended today ward with General Carranza at No- United States
association
government would have Hale as an unofficial representative of ern states.
lost in the great blizzard that envel- by the decision of a joint session of gales, Mexico, have to do principally
These ie Baidj incTuded m eIghfc
no further parley with the Mexican
administration. It was
unem
lakes
from
An automobile tour over the route ;hor day for
the
the
of
the
Sunday
with
great
oped
raising
question
the remaining members of the two
,inderground men, a bl-government unless the provisional deemed an auspicious augury a deft- is
is
next
til Tuesday, according to a compila- houses.
the
for
on
it
expecsuggested
arms, although
highway
bargo
monthly pay day. the right to board
to the American de- - ,.lte Bg.n of 8U(.CeSB for (hp, constitu
replied
president
summer.
tion today of reports received from
much
to
information
other
...
...
,
n
llO ..
develop
and purchase supplies wherever the
It had been announced some days ted
mm n.ionlni,
maims luy o uuium lint
cvc.....B, .. tionausis, ana as i.ney put it, a pre- various points. In addition, twenty-on- ago by officials that President Shi Kai concerning the constitutiona'lfts.
men desired. He reviewed the
also indicated that the.jviexican gov- - diction of the redemption of Mexico,
AT
SEGUNDO
Pacific
other vessels were partially or intended to substitute for the parliaa
blockade
mny
tor8. reason for dec,ining
Reports that
.
tfJ
must inform the members of yet the possibility of intervention by
eminent
UP
crew
TO
GIVE
are
Mexico
REFUSE
.
ARMS.!ZS fhfi
escaping. ment an administrative councjl of 71 be applied to the ports of
inn nr at
wholly destroyed, their
of its action in;a8gembed forces by the United
the
corps
diplomatic
13.-The
will
Nov.
It
Is
Vessel owners, financial losses
Colo.,
Trinidad,
among other
(
wilh i(s offlcIals.
He declared that
members composed of cabinet officers conjectual .although
respect to the congress by midnight.
states, the developments at Mexico movements of the state troops were
ultimate possibilities.
$3,000,000. and others
probably
approximate
prohably 2500 men had left the coal
Mexico City last night City last night, and the possibility
by the presiappointed
Lind
left
Mr.
unacThree large vessels are still
confined today to expeditions to
While South and Central American and is now in Vera Cruz. Nelson that Huerta
and the 8ate prfor tQ oafnK
dent.
might, precipitate matters
counted for the Hydrus, Argus and
adof by some desperate act, worried them. gundo and around and about Ludlow. the strike to avoid the controversy
to this 400 members of the countries are being consulted and
Previous
d'affaires,
charge
O'Shaughnessy,
In both places General Chase order-- that as many more were now workIsaac M. Scott, of Cleveland.
To Carranza all turned today for ed
Democratic party formerly led by Dr. vised concerning the Mexican prob- the United States legation, awaits insearches be made for firearms.
Search for Missing Ship.
to
!ng underground, while approximately
It Is advice and counsel. He is the eldest,
Sun Yat Sen had been expelled from lem, there Is no concerted move
from
structions
Washington.
acThe situation at Segundo appeared tt similar number now was on strike
Calumet, Mich., Nov. 13. The tug Peking and neither house has been ward securing united
believed that Washington as well as the first chief of the
generally
serious to General Chase owing to the
He was prepared to take up the
tion.
Hebard left today in search of the tug able to form a
instruct Mr. O'Shaughnessy to stltutionalists.
quorum.
of the strikers to give up their duct of affairs since the strike was
Wheeling to Tamplco.
Lafayette of the Great Lakes Towing
j
over
to
turn
or
it
constitutional-tthe
entire
the
close
embassy
Although
armscalled w hen the conference adjourned
The gunboat Wheeling Is enroute
company of Cleveland, which is re- MANY ARRESTS FOR the legation offices of some friendly 1st cabinet was present, at the meet
to Tamplco to Join
Military investigation of the finding at 1:30 to 3 o'clock this afternoon.
ported to have gone down during the
WORKMEN from Vera Cruz
INTIMIDATING
was
all
the
done
Hale
talking
ing
by
.
of a quantity of dynamite near strik- the battleships Nebraska and Michi- power.
recent storm with a crew of twelve
Calumet, Mich., Nov. 13. The alSpeculation as to the future, how- and Carranza, and that was not much. ers colony at Forbes last night, is be- - CONDITIONS IMPROVE
men in the vicinity of Huron islands,
gan.
alas
arrests
A
for
doubt
some
number
of
silent man, the constitutionalist
is tempered by
ready large
made today. General Chase re- in Lake Superior.
The president had prepared a for ever,
AT CLEVELAND, OHIO.
to the state of affairs at the national chief received the American's propo ing
leged violation of the iniunction wo- all parts of the district quiet.
ports
K t William, Ont., Nov. 13. The hibiting intimidation of workmen in mal statement on the Mexican situaCleveland, Ohio, Nov. 13. Rain
sal and studied it more than a quarter
palace.
towhich fell last night ceased for a tlm-- i
steamor Norton, which left White Fish the
tion with the purpose of issuing It
were made late of an hour before he voiced his brief PANAMA
copper strike district, was InRepresentations
EXPERIENCES
at least this morning and a
Saturday afternoon, has not arrived creased this morning by one hundred day, but just before noon Secretary
John Lind answer,
to
both
afternoon
lesterday
ANOTHER EARTHQUAKE.
here. Fear is expressed that she has and fifty.
Tumulty announced that It will be and Nelson
progressing that Is in
Arizona Interested.
O'Shaughnessy that in re-- j
withheld "for the present." No reason
been lost. The Norton, Captain RichPanama, Nov. 13 Another earth- the rltv i -Huerta
Nov. 13. Accom-haPresident
Ariz.,
Provisional
Phoenix,
allty.
for the change In the president's plan
ard Call, is a steel freighter, 400 feet POLITICIAN CHARGED
quake sliock was felt in this
not been apprised of the demands panied by Governor Hunt, Representa-fro- the
the draft of
isthmus of Panama at ten I
long and carried five thousand tons of
WITH WHITE SLAVERY was given. Just before
to tive Hayden and Adjutant General
This
appeared
Washington.
to seven o'clock tills
morni
the proposed statement was prepared,
coal for this port.
of
Vice
made
statements
President
Wyo.. Nov. 13. A fedsubstantiated
Cheyenne,
Harris,
be
Arizona,
by
lasted about five seconds. '
Port Huron, Mich., Nov. 13. The eral
Bryan received long dis- at the
Sacaleft
here
Marshall
for
the
offices
grand jury here today indicted Secretary from
today
early today,
government
was the first pronounced earth
William Bayard Hale,
tug Sarnia City reported from Harbor Roy Montgomery, editor of the Gillette patches
It was declared that Adolfo de la; ton Indian reesrvation to meet Gen- ment for two weeks.
the ixcA's and a prominent Democratic po- - who has been conferring with the
peach today that while cro"'
UnitH.
L.
eral
the
of
Mexican
minister
Scott,
finance,
commanding
at Nogales, and from Lama,
laRetritofehoon she sighted a llticifln An Jithaivaa nf trlnlnflno- the
ed States troops on the Mexican
schooner about five miles off Point Mann White Slav low Ttm dofpnrl. ICharge O'Slianghnessy at Mexico City. had engaged in the search for Huerta
border.
not
succeed
Aux Bargues with only her bow pro-- ! ant f tn
Whether tneir contents naa to ao wirn and up to a late hour had
in anou-o- i
ed in finding him either at the nation
According to a member of the party
the sudden change is not disclosed.
to summons.
trudlng from the water.
will be discuss- The statement was said at the al palace, at his family home or at any, the Mexican situation
accustom-- ed.
was
he
where
P""
In
charbe
to
Informative
White House
tngiana oacKi u. a.
acter and it was understood that it ea to go.
e
London, Nov. 13. The British
Early In the evening many persons
might outline the future policy of the
'
of
a
is
informed
Clayton, Ala., Nov. 13. Eight per-- to the scene from all directions. Ac
as
ernment
this
absence
had
being
kept
regarded
United States. The proposals made
move
I'uited
to
sons
were killed and more than a hun- cording to information that had been
made
on
the
Huerta
of
General
ruse
the
by
every
part
constitutionalists
to the Mexican
of the notification States government in rega.nl to Mexi- - dre(j jnjured todav when three coaches received here at 1 o'clock five hours
through William Bayard Hale, Presi- avoid the receipt
after the wreck four bodies had been
dent Wilson's personal representative, from the United States but there ;co. both through the 'British embassy ;of ft Cen(ral
passenger recovered and Identified.
Carlsbad, N. M., Nov. 13. The reThe letter charges the auditor with and a final demand
...
Mex- seems to be reason to believe that his at Washington and through Walter H.
new
that
the
me
near
iiHin ieit
cent report on conditions in Eddy "numerous misstatements, great exagrails
mis place.
Details were meager.
ican congress be dissolved because of country and the United States arrived Pntrp the TTnifpd RtatpR nmhassador oeverai or tne
county, in which the traveling auditor gerations and a misrepresentation
mjurea are Deuevea to
of questions as to Its legality, transmitted at the point of rupture in their rela- nere
Montgomery, Ala., Nov. 13. A reDP
of the state informs Governor Mc- conditions in Eddy county, apparently
fatally hurt,
Ambassador Page received another
tions without the knowledge of the
port to the general superintendent of
Donald that there is a shortage of prepared with a wilful purpose to in- through John Lind at Mexico City, Provisional President
The
a
load
the
train,
state
from
Mexico.
carrying
of
capacity
departlong message
over $16,000 In the accounts of county jure the officers of the county." It at- brought the Mexican situation forward Close friends and political associates ment at Washington today and imme- of people, bound to the county fair the Central of Georgia received here
this afternoon, reported that eight
another step today.
clerk A. R. O'Quinn, and alleges other tacks Governor McDonald for consplr- at Eufaulia, was behind time and runEdward
to
visit
Sir
a
persons had been killed in the wreckThrough the unofficial envoys, the of General Huerta appeared earnest diately paid
The
grave irregularities, is openly resent- tng in making tne auditor s office a United
two
and
ning
rapidly.
engine
ed train on Eufaula and Ozar branch
States, without the formality as late as midnight in their assertions Grey, the British foreign secretary.
ed as malicious and insinuating in a publicity bureau, and claims that the
over
coaches
the
in
some
trestle
passed
They remained in conference for
of the Central railway one and one-haaddressing either faction directly, that they could not find him.
but
letter sent this morning by the board report Is punishment heaped on the ;of
the
remaining three cars
It was suggested at headquarters time. These visits and the cable- safety,
made another move to bring about
miles from Eufalia caused by a
went
of county commissioners to the gov- commissioners for opposing the arbi- has
the
elevated
framethrough
a settlement of the revolutionary that the provisional president had run grams from Washington are believed work and
broken trestle rail. Three others will
were
ernor, and copies sent to various trary increases in Eddy county
wrecked.
to be the result of an understanding
die. The reports say many were
troubles of the southern republic.
newspapers of the state.
Relief trains have been dispatched
between Great Britain and the United
While Mr. Hale was presenting a
(Continued on Pag Four.)
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MISS WINTER WINS Hooray! Baby To
Rule the House

GAINS EVERYWHERE NOT

m
I

miipap
int5t-- mti
Hi

Tiipif mil
Vf

m riorum.

i

ill rimt
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MJBS

FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,
OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,
SWEET RED PIMIENTOES,
WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
AND NEW COMB HONEY.

IN

THE

PHOITE 40

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
SIZES.
ALL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

WOQQ

T. & S. F.

DENVER & RIO GRANDE

THE

MISSOURI-PACIF-

RAILROAD

RAILWAY

IC

,ST. LOUIS, IRON

TO
Of

CO.

WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY

CO.

SHORTEST LINE TO
DFNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections

FOR ALL EASTERN

TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern

POINTS
high-cla-

NS-

Progressive .strength greater even
than that proved in the east, where
tlie movement is new.
These
who have been considering harmony
may now shift the hot water bottle to
the feet of their Republican bed fel-

ss

service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-IrMountain.
on

-

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
n
Points Denver & Rio
THROUGH
Pacific Railway-Th- e
Royal
River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.

Llllt

Gorge-Feath-

lows.

Grande-Wester-

THE HORSEHAIR'
AIGRETTES FOOL
FAIR AMERICANS

er

FOR INFORMATION

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

Xew York, Xov. 13. When the exon millinery finished their appraisal of seized aigrettes at the public store such an unusual situation
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N M.
presented itself that it is .likely many
jof the confiscated plumes will he returned to the society women from
jwhom they were taken. About 90 per
cent of the seized plumage, supposed-jl- Addams.
worth between $5,000 and $C,0U0,
Miss Consuelo Bergere.
SHORTOBDER BESTHURflNT
iwas only clever imitations and not
Miss Consuelo
iu
worth more than $IH. Thus it goes looks, voice and Bergere, pleasing
REGULAR MEALS.
L. A. HUGHES,
C. L. POLLAKD,
R. J. CRICIITON,
personality, was the
with the American .Icllar when spent filth
speaker, her subject being "What
Open
Night. 3
Day
&
abroad.
President.
Secretary.
Manager Treasurer.
Is Worth While." She discussed the
If tests hereafter made on Ihe piers
Best Equipped, Most Modern.
theme
to
of
how
21
live on
hours
show that, women arn bringing in imi- agreat and
day
carry out the ideals of the
tations of a'grette3 llicy wil; be per
Special Dinner Parties, g
who
leaves school. Miss Bergere
nitied to trep them upon the payment girl
emphasized the importance of work
1
of duty.
and the folly of worry for one seekROMULO LOPEZ, PROP.
Probably the most lnt r':'Fting feat ing what
SANTA FE, - NEW MEXICO.
ure of the case is the likelihood that side of thehappiness there is on this
river Styx. She received
many foreign dealers, knowing that prolonged
applause.
the real plumes will be confiscated,
(INCORPORATED)
Then a Song.
will soon put up the price on the imiThe high school quintette, composed minuxTLruinjruinJuuvnjnnjvn,uii
tations and boom their sale.
The customs officials in all cases of Alta Sanford, Phyllis Mayne, Elmer
of seizures have asked
the women Friday, Virgil Likens and Whipple Mo
travelers to state the foreign purchase Cormick, sang a song, received an'
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
price of the plumage and the amounts encore and retired to make way for
in practically all Instances have been the sixth speaker, Elmer Friday. His
Many of the
Importa- subject was "Twentieth Century Op19 high.
He talked of the field
Buildtions have geen recorded
wo portunities."
Roofing
Shingles, Cement,
men's declarations and the purchase open to the young man leaving school
and he dwelt at some length on the
of Every Description.
price as a rule been over $35.
The Deputy Surveyors who made struggle to c&nquer the air, the marthe seizures are confident that these vels of electricity and the problems
figures have not been exaggerated, as that await solution.. His delivery was
good and as he finished he, was picked
it would have been to the women's
oy many as a formidable candidate for
to have minimized the cost.
With the exception of about ten first honors.
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
Antonio Lucero delivered his ora
plumes which the owners declared
were worth between $50 and $60 and tion, the subject being "Reminiscen-cieof Olden
Times," occasionally
two or three that were bought abroad
S3FYour Business Solicited.'
for $120, the seized aigrettes now at bringing in a Spanish quotation which
of that most melli
the
lovers
the public stores are not worth more pleased
THE REAL ARTICLE !
fluous of languages. Mr. Lucero was
to $5 each at the utmost.
than
$3
Montezuma
Ave.
of
Foot
W.
35
::
Phone 100 and
NO COMPOUND!
the last of the orators.
As the judges,- - Hon. E. C. Abbott,
SAYS FRIEOMANN
Mrs. J. Weltmer and Hon. A. N. White,
ALSO
to make their decision, Miss
SERUM CURED HIM retired
Evelyn McBride and Miss Bishop play
A full
of
ed a piano duet which was so warmly
Xew York, Xov. 13. Transformed applauded that they gave an encore.
from a seemingly hopeless victim of Another feature of the musical porMaple
tuberculosis Into a rugged, healthy tion of the program was the solo
by
Rob
looking youngster,
the high school's popular lyric soprano,
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
ert Moran. of Brooklyn, is a living Miss Phyllis Mayne,
who never fails
Cane
spread
Friedof
of
the
the efficacy
example
to score a succes gas a vocalist. She
'The West Point of the Southwest.
to
mann cure, according
the boy's had to give an encore.
on
who declared that two injecJudge Abbott announced the decis
Ranked as "Distinguished (mother,
Delicious Cakes
tions of the serum accomplished what ion of the judges, stating the difficu"
to
U
do.
S.
Institution
years of treatment had failed
by the
lties that had to be met where the
!
Mrs. Moran was emphatic in decla- quality of all the orations was so high.
War Department.
ring that the Friedmann tuberculosis The judge's remarks was the signal
Loaned In the beautiful Peeos
jserum had effected what she believes for more applause.
e
strove
feet
8,700
level,
Valley,
:to be an absolute cure,
The honor of awarding the medals
sunshine every day. tjpeiTatr
Seven months ago the youth was so was given to Mrs. R. J. Palen, vice
work throughout the entire seson
had
hobble
to
that
he
weak
sion. Conditions for physical
president of the school board, who
HOME-MAD- E
BREAD,
'crutches. There is now a sparkle in his poured balm into the wounds of the
and mental development are
of
few
IDEAL. such as cannot be found
dull
a
instead
of
gaze
eyes,
losers by declaring: "I'm sure the five
elsewhere In America. Fourmonths ago, and in his cheeks there who did not win medals won the high
PASTRY, CAKES, ETC.,
teen ofSceri and instructors, alt
a healthy glow.
appreciation of this large, cultured aujis
Eastternradiates from standard
all
are handled exclusively by us
After practically abandoning
dience." Mrs. Palen and the two
Ten bulldlngsi
eolleges.
Mrs. Moran took the boy to the blushing medalists
'hope,
near
hei
in
modern
standing
every respect.
iFriendmann
institute In New York, received an ovation.
erects :
April 24. At that time a number of
GET THE HABIT!
the juniors
the
contest,
Following
E. A. CAHOOJt, President.
tubercular glands appeared in the gave a banquet in honor of the seniors.
J. B. RHEA,
boy's neck.
WHITE. Treasurer.

WM. M. SCOTT. T. F. & P. A..

perts

and
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Lumber and Transfer Co.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

I

and

on-th- e

AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

FRESH
NEW YORK;

e

s

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

GORMLEY'S

"

$ .03

1

(

Cf QC

4lv

pCl

BUCKWHEAT
FLOUR

line Pure
Syrup
and
Syrup to
the

INSTITUTE

seven-year-ol- d

"
ru,f
Inl.

GENERAL STORI

PHONE

1S3 "W

.

IGHT
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- era home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
N

for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

POWER
N

IS QUITE SO CONVEN- -

as to touch the button and
stove
is ready to cook your
your
Iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full InforIENT

mation cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

66-6-

Next

Door

to Postoffice.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

104 DON GASPER ST.

ASK FOR TICKETS-S-

YOUR FREIGHT

HIP

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico,. Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Coast, via NEW

The

Best
Route

to Torrance thence.

MEXICO CENTRAL

PyEast
IMfiftwww
!iior

For Rates and Full
EUGENE FOX

r--

-

Inform-'-

r

it makes

WARNER'S

I

f

j

t

J. P.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
r Per particulars and illustrated cata-egaaddress,

C0LJAS,W.WILLS0S.pt.
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e

Majestic Cafe

Plaster,
ing Materials

'....$
...

Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
of Corn, Bran, Oatsand Alfalfa,

By
PART

with a discussion of the Panama Canal.
a topic of the hour. Both Mr. Pfluegor
and Mr. Cartwright showed such talent
that everyone realized the content
Every Woman
would be hotly fought.
Is Interested and should
Miss Helen Winter.
know about the wonderful
Mies Helen Winter was the third
Marvel J
speaker, her theme being "Self Cul- isoucne
ture and Tts Benefits." She handled
her subject well so well, that nearly Askvoardrunerlst (or V milvifltttr
everyone picked her as a probable H. If he cannot supthe MARVEL,
winner of one of the medals.
Miss ply
accept no other, but
Winter's enunciation was particularly send stamp for book.
St.M-T- .
good; she knew where to pause, what Marvel Co.. 44 E. 23d
to emphasize and she Inspired sincerity. She was vigoijmsly applauded as
she returned to her seat.
Miss
Carden followed
with a discussion of "Women in Pub1
lic Life." She paid a glowing tribute
to some of the heroines of today and
yesterday and aroused enthusiasm by
mentioning such a name as Miss Jane
THE SANITARY

Meat, $3.50 per
$2.50 " "
.05 " lb.

Oyster Shells
Meat Scraps,
Ground Charcoal,

mi

are Made

AND SOUTHERN

EGG
PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone and
cwt.

ORATORY

It is a Juy and comfort to know that
those
pains and other disNO COLD FEET AS A RESULT OF THE
tresses that are Raid to precede
lumu crunni
uftvrn
may easily be avoided. No woman need
mmtfct
RETURNS THAT HAVE COME IN
DUMIUII
linilhw
dllllUUL
IIIUII
the slightest discomfort if ehe will
CONSUELO
WITH MISS
and
WARM,
fortify herself with the
remedy, "M'other's Friend.'
Washington, 1. C .Nov. 13. Wliat
ELMER
SECOND
BERGERE
CLOSE
This ia a most grateful, penetrating, exa splendid thing the election last week
was for the Progressive party. (Jains
HIGHLY terna) application that at once softens and
OTHERS
AND
FRIDAY
makes pliant the abdominal muscles and
everywhere, and not one loss. We
hold the balance of power in the
PRAISED FOR THEIR SPLENDID liniments. They naturally expand without
we vir
the slightest strain, and thus not only
Massachusetts legislature;
WORK.
banish all tendency to nervous, twitching
tually hold it in the New York
spells, but there Is an entire freedom from
We can in these states unite
uuusea, discomfort, sleeplessness and dread
the liberal forces of all parties into
lone constructive legislative force, or; MRS. PALEN COMPLIMENTS l t' at eo often leave their impress upon tho
:be.
if these forces are more partisan than
The occasion Is therefore one of
ALL OF CONTESTANTS
Progressive, with our balance of pow
unded, Joyful anticipation, and too much
er we can show the hollowness of j
ran not be laid upon the remarkable
their Progressive pretenses. We have
Miss Helen "Winter will"1 represent It:'!uence which a mother's happy,
shoved the Republican party into
third place in .Massachusetts, and jtjje Santa Fe High School in the state disposition has upon the health and for
'have broken lis courage in New Jet- - oratorical contest to he held In Albu- ti:nes of the generation to come.
Mother's Friend is recommended only for
We have held every inch of querque.
sey.
This was decided last night at the tin relief and comfort of expectant mothers,
ground gained last year, and have
thousands of whom have used and recomproved to the country that when an annua,, oratorical contest held in this
Vou will find it on sale at all drug
election is held where our issues are city at which Miss Winters was award- mend ft.
to tho
stores at $1.00 a bottle. Write
before the people, where something ed the gold medal.
Rradfleld Regulator Co., 130 Lamar Bldg..
Miss C'onsuelo Bergere was a close
more than a local issue is at stake, as
Atlanta, Oa., for a most instructive hook on
in the election of a university regent, second, winning the silver medal.
this greatest of all subjects, motherhood.
The announcements of the judges
ja judge or a congressman, the Progressive ranks are unbroken. We have were received Willi applause by the
put real terror into the hearts of the large audience which filled the high
GAGGED
We have put the fear school hall and left many standing
jharmonizers.
on
the
The
at
and
stairs.
the
door
HARMONICA
wisol
ot Uod, which is the beginning
a
dom, into both the old parties. They judges' decision came as a climax to
know that if they fail to walk in the program of singular interest and pleas- j A,ba
N Y Nov 13
Jo,m Mul.
to the lovers of oratory, music and ,en
Progressive path their Progressive mg
Buffere)J m effectg from haylng
Moose taetal side and part of a har- partisans have a party waiting for S0Hg'
Gazing at the rostrum one saw a moni(ja Jammed down
them whose Progressive sincerity and
throat ne
a
effectiveness is not questioned, and "sky above it studded with many
t ghow ,t
did
,
Truly the
the same old parties know now that If gorgeous college pennant.
omeihe
Mul,en was on
young orators and soon-to-b- e
graduate
they try to fake the Progressive prin had
hIs oId
t0
on
waa
hIs
Mullen
?
reason to feel that the great unione.
no
Freedom
fool
ciples they
home iu NaPles- when three me" gag- of
were
versities
America
looking
Gardner
shrieked with laughter when
nnnn thorn ' mnrrlno tV,Qm , to S"U nim DV BlUnillg lUB I1U1 lllUlllua mfell. No single event in recent polit ,Wn
to his throat, took
his money and
do
work.
good
ical history has been so significant as
And they did leave a most favorable tiCKets ana tnrew mm rrom a passeuthe elections of this week. They lifttrain near here. He wandered
ger
impression.
ed the curtain from the political sitaround in a dazed condition for sev- The program was opened with
uation in America and showed to
jeral hours until S. G. Whitehead found
Rnln hv AHaja
PntVi
violin
3afln,H
politicians a lightning glimpse of a which was well received. "The New ih,m a,ld amoved the harmonica with
party which is consistently growing, West' 'was the first
pliers.
oration, and
whether In Indiana, Massachusetts or
"Much obliged,' 'Mullen said, and
delivered by Hansel Pflueger, win
the
where
When
west,
Kentucky.
dwelt on a theme dear to the heartn grinning, walked away.
there has been courageous, effective, of those who have followed
Physicians declare such an experGreeley's ience
Progressive leadership for ten years, advice. Edward
probably would result fatally in
followed
Cartwright
most cases.
gets a chance to speak, it will show a
ELECTIO-
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No Longer Do Women Fear The Greatest of All Human Blessings.
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Subscribe for He Santa f: Wen
Mexican, the paper that boosts at!
the time and works for the upbuild
tng of our iw 8ut"
New Mexican Want
bring results. Try It

Ads. always
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THE

In

a few days we will open

FIRST-CLAS-

S

THE GRAY STUDIO
Santa F- e-

1

A

STUDIO at 249 San Francisco Street, under the
Mr. Gray, Watch for
personal supervision of
the opening announcement.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING

Rloflern Groce
Evrunniuiruinnruuinnnnnr-rvo- n

GO All AG!
PHOTOGRAPHER.
-A-

lbuquerque

THURSDAY,

A MAKER

OF HEALTH.

A good honest medicine like Foley
Kidney Pills gives health to many
Mrs. 0. Palmer, 635 Williow
families.
St.. fireen Bav. Wis. was seriously
ill with kidney and bladder tronoie.
Mr. Palmer writes: "My wife is rapidly recovering her health and strength
due solely to the use of Foley Kidney
The Capital Pharmacy.
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FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Oct. 30, 1913.
Notice Is hereby Riven that Cipriano
I
Chavez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
Sept. 2d, 1II0S, made homestead entry
.
x0. 01.115 for SE4 NYV4 NE4 SW4
t
N-SE4 SV4 NE4, section 3, town-Pills.- "
&ilip 17 N- range 9 E N. M, p, jiert- i
to
diau. has filed notice of intention
make five year proof, to establish AID OF NEW PARTY ASKED TO BEAT
claim to the land above described, be- THE DEMOCRATS
IN BERNALILLO
fore the register and receiver, U. S.
land ofllce at Santa Fe, N. M ou the j
C0UNTY.W0ULD ALSO REUNITE
Doc. 9, 1913.
j
as
witnesses:
Claimant names
THE REPUBLICAN
PARTY "AS IT
Placido Chavez, Emilio Delgado, j
HERETOFORE
EXISTED."
Melquiades Martinez, Juau Montoyu
j
y Lopez, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
NOTICE

GREAT

STANDPATTERS ASK
!

DurOFQQIUfQTn
I

Wli TING FANG, SENDS SPECIAL MESSAGE

kU IU

llUUIllaUVI

raw

PHILOSOPHER AND PUBLICIST,

CHINESE

TO AMERICA

!

K. Torrey, A. B., D. D. Bow-doiA. M. Yale;
Vh. D. Strassburg,
Ralph K. Twitcheil, LI. B. Michigan,
Kansas; Mrs. Anna L. Wolcott Vaile,

even couimerOii'i.nfio, is menaced,
dally, with China's 300,000,000.
"it. is idle for the western countries
to expect any competition with China,
commercially, for many, many years
to come," lie told me. "Before she
beconif r' a commercial competitor,
China must be an enormous buyer,
liui the time is comiug when China
will hold her own w ilh the rest of the

Charles

Wejlesley, are the proper authorities

who should pass upon the management
ot the School, being entrusted therewith by the Archaeological Institute

of America; therefore be it
IlKSOLVED, that the Archaeological Society of New Mexico urge upon
u ul'KI.
managing committee of the School
"Kven this early in our new gtase
It will not pay you to waste your
of progress, the demand for foreign ol American Archaeology the necessity
of
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett at
time wrtlng out your legal forme
tilings is glowing'. I am often sur-- ! the reaining
bead of the School and in order
hen you can get them already print
r
f;i
even
to
know
the
in
that,
prised
ei at the New Mexican Printing com
interior places, people are getting to that, the continuity of his successful
be assured and be brought to
pany.
know the uses of foreign tilings and methods
are calling for sewing machines and the abundant fruition now apparent,
that he be assured of a continuous
phonographs and cameras and ice
ofllce similar to that given
boxes and many of the other things tenure of
to the director of the school of Orof western civilization!
LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
in Jerusalem; and
"One odd thing about the Chinese," iental Archaeology
Register. ELFEGO BACA ADVANCES
he said with a smile, "is their belief in ibe it further
"RESOLVED, that we urge upon the
WINDOWS, DOORS
advertising. They believe the printed
committee the desirability
iWOULD MAKE THEM
word is sacredly true, and matiufac-- j managing
HIS PLAN FOR FUTURE
of locating the School of American
BETTER IF THEY COULD
hirers from America, with all the
AND MOULDING
at Santa Fe permanently,
The makers of Foley Kidney Pills
saw displayed Archaeology
schemes
so as to brine about the best results
know that they have absolutely the
I was minister to Wash-- i
when
Chairman
there
Republican County
Ifor the growth and prosperity of the
best combination of curative and heal-;iniugton ought to do inarvelously well in School, and be it further
Uaca has issued a manifesto outSAWYER
medicines for kidney and bladder
to
Your
China.
manufacturers ought
in
"RESOLVED, that the Archaeologl-lea- l
.ailments and urinary irregularities lining a plan to restore harmony
ieslablish plants here in China and
Society of New Mexico pledges to
the Republican ranks in Bernalillo
it, is possible to produce.
that
That
work hand In hand with the Chinese.
Phone 206 W
223 San Francisco St.
Hewett its energetic and loyal supthe old guard
(Dr.
is why Foley Kidney Pills are the best county and to
There are fortunes here for the men
port in his great work for science and
medicine for the purpose you can buy. and the Progressive wings ot the party
who will do this."
5ANTA FE, N. M.
ithe Southwest, and its members innext
election
says
the
spring,
for
The Capital Pharmacy.
city
finished the interview by saying:
lie
A number
dividually agree to do all In their
the Albuquerque Herald.
"China is moving forward. The rev- power to further the objects of the
of plans have been suggested to Mr.
a !,,..:,,,,.
a mistake.
It
wasn't
loliition
Was
f,.,,,,,t,,,1
!,!, or,,l
Baca by members of both factions
i
auvance
in
aim
great siep
cenaimy pTWiif!d bv its oonsUtutlon
during the past few weeks, none of
will unfold to us
believe
the
future
which have met with his approval.
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time it did!"
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any
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Me Goodby.
"Hurry! The call of the timber and swamp is calling."
respective places after it was done country ever sent to America, is back ed as
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by a wireless station here today,

0 NEWS
CONQUEROR

AND CORNELL,

OF CARLISLE

IS GREATEST SURPRISE OF EASTERN

UNIVERSITY ELEVEN,

FINE

GRIDIRONS THESE

'

PITTSBURG

KNOWN

LITTLE

The football Reason of 1913 will long
be remembered as one of disaster and
surprise.; as the year when the under
tradog knocked the bally whey out of
comics
been
had
what
dition and got
1c him since the eonthi,afiC.
In the east Pittsburgh university"
eleven is the surprise package, ami
in the middle west the Michigan Aggies are upsetting the grand old dope

to a

The American government still is
desirous mat ine revoiuuuu ue nei
themselves,
tied by the contenders
but the international
complications
with
that have arisen in connection
disturbances in all parts of the republic and the threatened tangle over
acts of a new congress, which this
government considers Illegal, are said
to have prompted the Washington administration to seek definite assur
ances from the constitutionalists.
TW
nf the efforts for an under
standing with Carran.a is said to bo;
hope on the part of Washington offi
will
cials that the constitutionalists
a government on terms of
the closest friendship with the United
States.
Lifting the embargo on arms is one
of the prominent possibilities if the
constitutionalists and the American
government can arrive at a satlsfac- tory understanding.
There is hope on the part of man?

Duff took his charges into the mountains early in September, camped
them iu tents and taught them football a la Duff from the sod up.
The eleven's strength is no longer
under suspicion. It Bcalped Carlisle,
12 to 6, and whipped the cornelian out

burgh! Is complete without its Wagner,
and the captain of Pitt is Hubert Wagner, as great & star as Honus
':

No Relation to the famouB shortstop,
Capt. Wagner upsets dope and tradi-

SAYS MAJOR

DELAHANTY

LEAGUERS OVERLOOKED MERZ.
Detroit, Nov. 13. Jim Delanty, forger infielder, says there's a
on the Indianapolis club who
erlooked by the major leagues

REPUBLIC.

.

The dispatch of the" cruiser Izumo
to Mexican waters has attracted. much
attention and is regarded as signalizing the beginning of Japanese parti- i
pat ion in the political problems of
Tne jzumj BllHs about November 2(J
uiaiiznnillo, or Salina Cruz by way
f Honolulu,
.

HUERTA

GETS ULTIMATUM
FROM UNITED STATES

(Continued From Page One.)
This suggestion, however, was

away.

.vived with skepticism.

The banks of the federal capital announced today that silver will be supplied to business men on Fridays only.
Depositors must apply in writing to
the banks two days in advance, stat- ing the amounts required.
It is practically impossible at pres-ent to get silver at the small banks
and only limited amounts are
able at the banks of issue.
The bankers have agreed to ask the
government to punish those discount- jng paper money.
Germany Keep3 Informed,
Cologne, Germany, Nov. IS. Ger- many's disbelief in an immediate
armed intervention by the United
Unt- max. r.nr.-Inrr nf
r.tvntn States in Mexico is expressed in an
Berlin publish- tions with the constitutionalists amI inspired dispatch froa, te
loKne
"
ied.
the extension of moral support to their
W cause may influence not only Huerta'i adds that it is probable President
retirement, hut the choice of a nrovis- - son will break off all relations with
ional president who would be accep JIexicoLind Back in Vera Cruz.
table to the constitutionalists.
Vera Cruz, Mex., Nov. 13. John
Take Refuge on Battleship.
Lind, accompanied by Captain Wni. A.
Washington, D. C, Nov. i3.
Burnside, American military attache,
American refugees, including arrived here today and took up his
American Consular Agent Payne's quarters at the United States consuldaughter, two other women, and fo ir ate. Mr. Lind would not discuss the
children have been taken aboard the situation or say how long he would
'
battleship Louisiana, at Tuxpam, ac- remain in Vera Cruz.
cording to a dispatch to the navy deto a question as to whethReplying
partment today from Rear Admiral er there was any foundation., for tu.e.
Mr. Payne and others declin- rumor current here that a
Boush.
general exed to leave.
odus of American citizens from MexiAdmiral Boush says American prop- co
City would take place on Saturday,
erty is not in imminent danger.
Mr. Lind said such might be'the case.
He declined to explain further.
Tuxpam 4n Danger.
The United States scout cruiser
Portsmouth, N. H., Nov. 13 The
capture of the Mexican city of Tux- Chester arrived here from Philadelpam by the rebels under General Agui-la- r phia at 9:45 o'clock this morning.
More than 100 American refugees
was predicted in a radiogram from
the' United" States battleship Louisi- from Mexico City reached here today.
ana at Tuxpam, which was picked up Many of them are embarking on the
-

of Cornell, 20 to 7.
No athletic combination from Pitts-

r

OF THE CHINF

The Japanese diet has been convoked for Dec. 24.

Cialf'

Xas-iys-

IS PRESIDENT

tion.

A rejection by Huerta, might involve
an abrupt termination of all relation
with him, extending possibly to the
withdrawal of American embassy off

l.

THEIR DADDY

'

'

Pittsburgh has been coached by
Joseph M. DutT, one time Princetou
ssisted by "Nubbs" Harlan and
.
Cuunlngham, pals of old

tion and pays as little attention to
"form4' as does Honus the Great. Crit
ics say he doesn't know how to tackle,
but admit he gets his man. He is as
apt to grab a runner by the shoulder
as to: tackle him around the knees,
and he always downs him.
Quarterback Petey Hell Is a field
general as good as the best and he
knows more football than was ever
printed.
Pitt's back field is simply great.
Amnions, Peck, Williamson and Dillon
are a hard combination to beat. Feck
who starts like a
is a ground-gaineTifie shot and who haBn't learned to
stop. Dillon Is a broken field run- -

The message said that the federal
troops were about to abandon the city
and that several American women and
children including the daughter of the
United States coiibuI had taken refuge
on board" the Louisiana.
The consul refused to leave his post.
Japs to Participate.
WILSON SEES A CHANGE
Tokio, Nov. 13. The Japanese minFOR THE BETTER
ister. Baron Nobuakl Makino, today
conferred with Premier Count Gam-be- i
(Continued From Page One.)
Yamamoto, on the Mexican situaj

communication said to embody Presi
dent Wilson's ideas and asking for
deSnite assurances that the constitutionalists would protect foreigners and
their property and restore constitutional government if the embargo on arms
were iifted; Lind was making a final

AUTUMN DAYS.

NOV. 13, 1913.

THURSDAY,

the Pittsburgh Surprise
Stars
Package Peck, H. B.; Dillon, H. B.;
Capt. Wagner, End.
of

obtaln-establis-

,

'

.

II-

-

-

F;f-tee-

.

ner whom Cornell critics compare
Jim Thorpe.
Pitt's big game is November
W. & J., another team that has
upsetting form by holding Yale
scoreless tie, running up a 100

y

with on Grove City and man handling Penn
State.
with
Yes, it's a great little year for the
been small fellows and a sad season for the
to a big ones, thanks to the new rules and
to 0 contempt for tradition.

when drafts were entered this" fall.
"Otto Merz ot the Indians should
have been plucked," said Jim.- "He's
r
a big
who has the stuff
and knows how to pitch. Indianapolis
pitched him too often in the cold
right-hande-

weather last spring. It lamed his arm
and he did not regain his effectiveness until late in the season, when he
caused American association batsmen
to open their eyes."

London, Nov. 12. There's only one chop suey restaurant In Loudon
and that's in Piccadilly circus. Londoner's don't like chop suey, so only
Chinese are seen in this establishment'. They are mostly students.
When the three young fellows shown in this picture walk into London's solitary Chinese restaurant, everybody looks up and chatters about
them, for they are the three sons of Yuan Shi Kai, the president of the new
Chinese republic.
Their father has sent them to attend Cheltenham college, in England,
and their photograph shows, them the first day they wore their mortar--'
board caps.
Others are ittg was set for
afternoon.

Seguranca for Havana.
awaiting other steamers.
MANDAMUS

2

It will not pay
time writing out
when you can get
ed at the New
Company,

ASKED TO
GET PAY FOR MILITIA.

o'clock tomorrow

you to waste your
your legal forms
thorn already printMexican Printing

.il)enver, Colo., Nov. 13. The Colorado supreme court today took jurisdiction of the suit brought by Attorney General Farrar for a writ of mandamus ordering State Auditor Kene-hato issue certificates of indeted-nes- s
New Mexican Want
to pay the expenses of the national guard in the strike zone. Hear- - bring results. Try it.

For quick results, a
little 'WANT."
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Don't Suffer
DE
Sore
Feetj
from

f

Rooming House, completely furnished, good location, 18 rooms. Will pay $300 per month. Price $6,000.00
12.00
NT Store Room on Galisteo Street. .Rent per month
Store Room on San Francisco Street. Rent per
30.00
month
Modern Dwelling. Good location. Rent
35.00
per month
Modern Dwelling, good location. Rent
30X0
,
per month
s, Lund Grants and City Property. Insurance and Surety Bonds.
r
UE

Use TIZ, for
From Foot Troubles.
ends till
TIZ, for tenK'r
tures in a stl)ln(r, roinrnrtinir

te,

Six-roo-

.sliocs

Five-roo-

V

.

C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)

!;
'

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

.

fj
Z

j

f

foot, tor- -

J

feel ns easy as slippers

bus relieved
your feet.
TIZ softens the
hardened
that form coins,
bunions ami calluses, relieves at
onc-and, li- -j
nuily does away
with them.
Sore feet, tired
feet-f-

Santa Fe. New Mexico

REDUCTION

PAROLE

t

THE

COPIES

AFFIDAVITS

TIONS

IN ALL

MILLINERY

MAKES

LIEUTENANT-GOVERNO-

PUBLIC

elinfeU.

eet

New York. Nov.
Influences recently operative in depressing prices
were again in play today and the
stock market responded to lliem. more
readily. .Mexican affairs were most
pionlnent in market calculations.
Some hesitation attended Ihe movein- ment, owing to the alternating
fiiiences of support and bear pressure,
bill the level of values was lowered
considerably. New Haven securities
once more reached new low records,
li t stock selling at 70
and the
convertible sixes at lu:.
Honds were heavy.
The slock market was unruffled by

foi-l,m-

onco XIZ

AND

WHICH

OF

VARIOUS

RECOMMENDACAUSED

HIM

MRS.W. LINDHARDT

TO

shape. feetTheof

RECOMMENDED

BY PENITt N I SARY

smelly

summer

the
chilblalned leet
of v int' r. r:re
unknown to tlio
man ur woman

i

Oklahoma, City, January 5. 1011. states:
'During my incumbency as stiperinol UP New AI''X1C0 prison,
ducted himself in a
BOARD Visil iihva5s
ivery oraeriy manner anu snowea uy

FURNITURE

nninn:'

THIS

Morgan.

j

T

.,,,,,,

I

.

PERSONALS

MEN'S AND BOYS'

1

CO.

GOODS

DRY

WEEK'S

I

j

Brass Beds

WHM

ADOLF

I

his conduct that he realized he had
There is printed below a letter re-- . made a mistake in life, and if 'given
Iceived today from Lieutenant Gover in. chance am sure he would make a
v.' h o fiilthfnlly
nor E. C. do Baca, giving his side of 'good citizen. Vigil is not a vicious or
uses TIZ for ten-dor feet.
the story of the paroling of Jose K. (badly inclined man, and
think the
TIZ nets light off is unlike nil (itw Vigil, who before he had been out of punishment he has already received
penitentiary seven months, is al w ill have a desired effect."
Loiter from C'leofes Komcro, dated
mpply sou with TIZ, Ave, will, by mat!, leged to have committed another tnur
on receipt of prko
der. '1 he letter is accompanied by jSanla Ke, Jan. 10. 1!)12, states:
no
As.lt for TIZ
tnko
got TV, and
of various documents, and is, .,,
to y(mr f.,r,enc.y
it Co ccpies
Walter Luther
sen explanatory:
"
H':';!
.lose 10. Vigil.
Vjitmsh Ave., 'iik.ugo.
Since his punish- - B
M., Nov. 1.2, I!ii:!
East Las Vegas.
;ment he has been a good prisoner, has
Editor Santa Fe New Mexican,
been a trusty and his behavior lias B
Santit Fe, X. M.
been
My Dear Sir:
Hon. f'asimiro liarela, state senator
in view of Ihe fact that one news-- of Colorado, writes unite a lengthy
Herbert Spencer Allen, of Boston.
paper in the state made a vicious
"on his own behalf and on be- Mass., is a visitor in the city. He is u'nilt nn
nia inifl rh u t'tt va,l mo trlfVt tlio nail oi ui ocml ciii.eiis or uiti noauiiiDe
at
the
registered
Vargas.
nioral responsibility of tlie second
people of his county,"
Mrs. M. E. Benson and Miss Beat- charged to have been committed jctinmending the pardon or parole:
jjeiiBOM. oi Lemiug, are hi in
K.
a
whose
convict
by j.
parole
yigil,
"I am correctly informed that his
Montezuma.
1
approved as acting governor last record as inmate at the penitentiary
John E. Davenjort, forest ranger at! April, and the further reason of the is a No. 1. and
have no doubt that
Coyote, is at the Montezuma. 'He is a emphasis placed by other papers on he will behave himself lie rest of Ills
witness for
government before (the fact that Vigil was paroled by me, (life by living with his family." The
the registe and receiver of the land j nm sending to you herewith the mnin (senator, after staling how Vigil got
office.
was moved to act in into Ibis trouble, continues: ' Before
(data by which
YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYyYYYYYYY
Mr. Justice R. II. Hanna is expected jti,e premises should you desire to
that time it never was known that he
from Washington Saturday even- - i jah 8ame and make such comment ai was a. man hat could commit a crime
Ing. He will return to Santa Fe a you may think proper,
of any kind."
thirty-thirdegree Mason, the high
Yours very truly,
The order or the board of parole, of
honor having been conferred on the
E. C. DE BACA.
which the superintendent is a member,
jurist at the capital a short time ago. State of New Mexico, County of Santa recites:
Everything In Hardware.
Hugh M. Williams, chairman of the
''Know All Men By These Presr
Fe, ss.
state corporation commission, returnE8teban Martinez and Eduardo M. ents. That the board of Parole of the
ofan
ed today from
extended trip on
LUDWIU WM, ILFELD
V. H. WICKHAM
Vigil, being first duly sworn ttnon State of N'ew Mexico, desiring lo lest
ficial business, in the course of which
their oath, each for himself, and notith" ability of .1. E. Vigil, register No.;
he visited Socorro, San Marcial, Las one for the
other, doth say: that he 1S72, a prisoner in the New Mexico.
Cruces, Denting and Silver City.
a resident of the county of Taos and penitentiary at. hanta fe, 10 anstaui
b
Governor
James A. state of New Mexico;
McDonald,
that he lias from crime and to lead nn upright,!!
French, state engineer, and Harry T. lived all his life in said county and frugal and industrious life, do by these
Herring, adjutant, general, left this state, with the exception of various presents, parole J. H. Vigil, and per-- ,
A
YOU
afternoon for Albuquerque, traveling absences occasioned by the necessity nilt him temporarily and conditionally
it' the state engineer's car. The gov- or advantage of seeking work outside op provided by law, to go outside the I
ernor goes to attend the Bankers' ban- of said
of said penitentiary for the
county; that I was well ac- enclosure
quet tonight. Mr. French made the. quainted with one Jose E. Vigil who period of twelve months, to Sanla Fe,
M.. in accordance with the above
trip on state road business, and Mr. was sentenced to the penitentiary of
f
train out New Mexico from Colfax county on
les and the statute in such case
Herring will take the
of Albuquerque this evening for
.. i.... ii.
ninde and provided, or until be ba9
..n rnf.i
ii, t
50QD
Fthe board
the charge of murder; that said Vigil been fully discharged byof law.
James E. Hervey, engineer In charge was convicted of killing his wife; that of parole in pursuance
CANT
Given in triplicate this I nth
of the survey of the western extension
knpw tbp wifp of said" Jose F. Vieil
of the Camino Real, arrived in the!i !,.. mv
,i
,.,,c(,iu,.uhio day of Feb., 101
MEXICO BOA HI) Ui'
icjty Jastniglit, having completed the!,0(1, n. ,.mo ,irtr to the rnminis-- i
PAROLE
;.
preliminary togging or the road.
fit i,
aIon of the alleged crime: that she
A. OTERO, Chairman.
J. R. T,ucero and Pete Gonzales, ,..us a wnnian
f unchaste life and of By MIGUEL
CHAS F. EASLEY, Secretary.
deputy sheriffs from Dona Ana county, very bad reputation; that Bhe con- arnvea in tae city today noon bring-- , tinuouslv keDt comnany with and en- - Approved this lOth day of April, 1913
, (Sgd.) E. C. OeBACA,
Ing four prisoners to the penitentiary.
nd it
iiitritiv othpr n.n
Acting Governor of New Mexico
tney are Cbas. Larry and Wiley Page, was an open secret , the community
sentenced for from 12 to jr, months t,mt gI)e was a
tIlat 0I1 the
.... pro9titute.
Co (Toe
.u. srauu .miceiiy; e.u Miicnen, assault
,.Khflnn uiiipn ,.pr. he.
.hn
with a deadly weapon, one year; and
returned to their home
the husband,
....
.
Reyes Alvares, horse stealing, 18 to , .
Flint's Hie who of tfll-innnrt fnnm,
24 months.
g compromising position with one
you nlioiit t Tic finest,
Bidas Vargas; that Baid Vigil there'TOWNSEND'S SNAPS" IN
esbut
he
to
catch
tried
upon
Vargas,
frosli from 11k- roaster
"
- REAL ESTATE BARGAINS caped through a window., and in the
occaresentment
and
of
heat
passion
cofi'i'i; wluit's llic
iisp,
THIS WEEK'S OFFERINGS:
sioned by his wife's crime, said Vigil
''
DO YOU THINK FOR A MINUTE WE COULD AFFORD TO LET ANYunfaithful
il
wife;
his
at
killed
and
K't't
shot
litilfss
yon
Modern House
(20.00
BODY GO AWAY FROM OUR HARDWARE STORE DISSATISFIED, OR
that said Vigil had no means with
WITH ANYTHING TO KICK ABOUT?
WE WANT PEOPLE TO COME
Furnished
Light
which to employ an attorney, and as a
Don't complain a.nain
AFWE
AND
BACK AGAIN WE WANT CUSTOMERS
CAN'T
FOR LIFE,
"'"his day in
17.00 result he did not have
Housekeeping
PATRONS.
FORD TO MISREPRESENT THINGS OR DISAPPOINT OUR
of poor coffee if tlio
court," but on the contrary he was
Furnished
IF YOU HAVE A KICK AT ANYTHING YOU BOUGHT FROM US, LET US
Light
convicted solely because he could not
KNOW IT. WE ARE HERE TO STAY AND WANT TO MAKE GOOD.
asserto de- - j
10.00 employ a competent attorney
Housekeeping
fend him; that affiant is reliably inNice
Unfurnished,
tions don't stir you up to
formed that the said case was tried
WOOD-DAVI- S
HARDWARE COMPANY.
18.00 stveral days before the case had been
Neighborhood
try Kcliillin's Best.
the
PHONE 14
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
PHONE 14.
10.00 set for trial and as a consequence
Unfurnished
father and brothers of said Vigil, who
If you like coffee you will like
Fwoom
Furnished
Light
were then living in Colorado away
Best.
Schilling's
23.00 from the place at which such trial was
Housekeeping
could not be present at such trial
modern house, south side, had, assist in
end
properly looking after
KAUNE
extra lots for two more houses,
witnesses in behalf of the Baid Vigil
and generally doing what they could
fruit, terms to right man.
in having the said Vigil properly de
And we will show you how much you can save. Espe14,1-acres, best farm proposition, fended and assisted; that affiant is Where Quality Governs the Price
cially should you do this with your
that the witnesses
and Price the Quality
lets of water, good land, five miles reliably informed said
on the part of the
Vigil were put
from town,
alfalfa, all fenced. into a state of intoxication by parties
Worth $2,000. For quick sale at $1,300. interested in the conviction of Baid
Vigil; that said Vigil always bore a
Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
Many others.
good reputation in the community in
i
We buy, sell, lease or manage. prop- which he lived and elsewhere; that he
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
was honest, sober and industrious;
in any part of the United States.
erty
CO.
HAY AND
that ail of the foregoing facts can be
W. N. TOWNSEND,
completely proven to the satisfaction
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr. , - - Galisleo and Water Sts.
of the governor and pardoning board.
Bank
Ground
City
Floor;
Capital
Phone, Main 250.
(Signed)
Building. Phone 15 J.
ESTEBAN MARTINEZ,
1

V.

125 Palace Ave.

ACT AS HE DID.

PAROLE

tl'e announcement of the failure of Hi
l;. Collins and Company. Prices were
lower than in the morning on very
liyJit selling.
Firm Suspended.
The suspension of II. M. Hollins &
To, the hanking and brokerage firm,
was announced on the stock exchange
this afternoon.
The linn, organized mora than 20
years ago, was one of the best known
in the linunciul district.
It had largo
interests in Mexico and represented
in this t It y. several of the largest
financial institutions of that country,
Harry B. lloUins, senior member of tnt
lit lit. was for many years a close so- cial and business intimate of the late

WALL STREET.

BIG

DATA ON VIGIL

j

swollen and
suin rt !np. are
qniekly ruretl by
TIZ, no matter
In h ow bad

Phone, 189 J.
San Francisco St.,'"1'

Free

j

Tender Feet, and Be

BACA GIVES

SPECIALS

READY-TO-WEA-

R

SUITS AND OVERCOATS
All Wool

Blue Serge for Men, $1 1.95 worth $18.
WATCH

210 SAN FRANCISCO

OUR WINDOWS.

ST..

180

PHONE

Ii

'

j

ill

INSURE WITH IIAYWARD

AND

REST CONTENT.

-

.50

..:.

j

FOR SALE

Modern Cottage of 5
Rooms and Bath.

South about
ace Avenue.

ICO

Lot fronts
feet on Pal-

t

I

pttb-bac- k

I

j

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

We will sell, within ten days' time, lor
time to investigate the above.

JOSEPH

B.

NOW is

$2,800.

the

MANAGER,

HAYWARD,

Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building Santa Fe.

N

M.

"AS IT.

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE.: HAVWARD

I

kck

REDUCED RATE
TO ALBUQUERQUE

WONT HAVE

at
you

Coming

anything

FROM

ttf

1

buy
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cut-of-

VC

Ros-wel- l.
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FOR NEW MEXICO
ASSOCIATION

EDUCATIONAL

AFfoUP TO

To. Be Held Nov.

1

MI5REPEE5ENT

25-2-

6.

iSgd.J-NliA-

Tsai

i

,

t,..iH

j
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S

ONE AND

ONE-FIFT-

FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP.

H

Attend' this Convention and enjoy a splendid
program. Addresses by Hon. P. P. Claxton,
U. S. Commissioner of Education, and
other noted educators.
ROUND TRIP FARE FROM HERE,

$4. 1 5

-

Tickets on Sale

Nov.

21

to 25,

(IZLNTCUSrVIE)
Return Limit, December 2.

"

H.S.LUTZ,Agt.A.T.&S. F.R.R.
SANTA

FE,

N. M.

"

j

J

Hi

gar-ide-

8

2

Hay, Grain

THE SANTA FE

Flour

one-hal- f

CAKES AND

GRAIN

"

CRACKERS

YOU'RE

EDUARDO

CONSTIPATED,

M. VIGIL.

Subscribed and sworn to before me
Our cracker counter Is an In
CASCARETS this Sth
BILIOUS
day of February, A. D. 1913.
The large
teresting
place.
McGUINNISS.
(Seal) MICHAEL J.
ck Headache, Sour Stomach, Gas, Notary Public, Santa Fe County, Jf. M.
variety of crackers and wafers
Bad Breath, Mean Liver and
we carry would astonish most
My commission expires August 20,
Bowels Need Cleansing.
I9ir;
anybody. What is so nice as
Get a
box now.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 9, 1912.
a box of dainty, delicious waNo odds how bad your liver, stom- - Hon. W. J. Mills,
fers? Some kind of a cracker
h or bowels; how much your head
Governor of N'ew Mexico, etc.
should be on the table at every
hes, how miserable and uncomfort--.l- e Dear Sir:
you are from constipation, IndiDon Miguel Vigil, brother of J. E.
meal should be in every lunch
and sluggish Vigil, who is a convict in the peniten- ' box. And
gestion, biliousness
the very kind you
bowels you alwayB get the desired re- tiary, has requested me to enclose "
should have are here.
They
sults with Cascarets.
herewith a letter from Arthur Trel
have the quality that always satDon't let your stomach, liver and ford, of Oklahoma City, a letter from
bowels make you miserable. Take Casimirio Barela, from Trinidnd, and
isfies.
Cascarets tonight; pnt an end to the also a recommendation of John W.
headache, biliousness, dizziness, nerv- Green, division officer of the Santa Fe
"BOSS PATENT FLOUR"
ousness and all other distress; cleanse railroad.
your inside organs of all the bile,
I transmit these papers to you for
gases and constipated matter which Is yotir kind consideration, etc.
CHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEE
the
producing
misery.
(Sgd.) ROMAN L. BACA.
A
box means health, happiLetter from John W. Green, dated
ness and a clear head for months. Gallup. Xov. 28, states: :. "i
PRIMROSE BUTTER
No more days of gloom and distress
"During my administration as super
if you will take a Cascaret now and intendent of the Xew Mexico penitenthen. All druggists sell Cascarets. tiary, J. E. Vigil, convict No 1872,. was
Don't forget the children their little an excellent prisoner, always . ready
GO.
insides need gentle cleansing, too.
for work and to give good council to H. S. KAUNE
other convicts, owing to his; excellent
Work for the New Mexican,
it It behavior and good Influence I cheerfully Where Prices
working for you, for Santa Fe and
recommend him for leniency."
the new state!
Oua
Letter from Arthur Trelford, dated
For
j

.

Your Patronage Solicited

$
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N. B. LAIGHLIN,

President.

J.

B. LAMY,

HAND-PAINTE-

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
.

CHINA

D
J Showing decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my store. There afe articles to appeal to everyone Steins,
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
J prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.

j

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO

FIVE

PAGE

STREET.

S

sf

ar Bst
litv

" Yes Sir!

Studehaker wagons are
made to back up a repvtation."
"I know, because wagons or .ry make
and

come into my shop for repairs,
Ifhave a
chance to see how few are Studebakers.
That's the opinion of thousands of blacksmiths
who know the quality of Sludcbaket wagons.
The owners never regretted tliat they bought
StuJebaken.

Tested materials, accurate workmanship insure a
wagon unequaled for durability, and this careful selection of wood, iron, steel, paint and varnish has been a
fixed rule with the Studebaker Company for sixty years.
That is why a Studebaker wagon runs easiest and last
longest. It is built on honor.
Whether you live in town or country, there is a
Studebaker vehicle to fill your requirements for business
or pleasure and harness of every description made
as carefully as are Studebaker vehicles.
Set our Dealer or write us.

STUDEBAKER
NEW YORK
MINNEAPOLIS

CHICAGO
DALLAS
SAN
SALT LARB CITY

South Bend, Ind.
KANSAS CITY

ntANCISCO

PENVEB

rOETLANU, OK.
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President
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JMST

The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos, The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
sports.
Playing and all out-do-

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Daily, par year, ay mall
Oally, tlx months, ay mill
Waakly. par yaar.

I5.0Q
IZ.6D
11. OD

DIM

Daily, par quartet, ay MaN
Dally, par qeartaa, ky aanhw
Weakly, all mmtha

HE WAS A GOOD GOER.

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

A LITTLE MORE HISTORY.'

'

"Don't you like going to school?'.'
"I don't mind going there, but
don t like stopping there after I get
there,

n,

0

V

TO MAKE THE CHANGE.

is an encouraging sign that bo great interest seems to be shown in the
land sale to be held at Iteming on December 8, under the directiou of Land

rntvimiealnnpp lrvipn.
ft is said that communications are being received from all sections of
..... -- nnAt
1
mnnv rtf tllpm pnmp I
fhnun
....... .........
n.mv ......... nrnt tl,nl
Hie UUUIIIIJ ir6aiu."6
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middle and western states, including California
This is what we need and whatve
8trlvlng for in the past
few years. We want
an(J we want tnem from the class
of men who are
homes and who will develop the acres which
they take 'up.
"
Is
There is a thing worthy of study and emulation in the matter which
noticed in all parts of
sale
is
this
in
which
being
manner
in
the
out
brought
the country.
is
Not all sections of New Mexico would attract the attention that
It Is
called to the Mimbres Valley. No part of the state is better known. season
In
because the men of that particular section have stood together,
iu unison and withand
all
their
with
boosted
might
and
of
out
season,
and
corner ot
out bickering and jealousy, for the benefit of their own special
the state.
would bring a proportionate
They realized that the success of the valley
measure to each individual and no one expected all there was of the prosIt was a partnership between aJl the residents of theperity and the profit
to any com.Mimbres Valley. That is the only spirit that will bring success
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I am glad

THE BYSTANDER
SEES IT.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S

Beautiful Spot.

that Uncle Sam is at last
to recognize the work of Superintendent Van Xuyveuheim and will give to

the national cemetery the attention
so richly merits.
The lodge is to have telephone connection, is to be lighted with electricity, the floors are to be replaced
with native pine and maple and a bath
room is to be installed.
The congratulations of all the people of Santa
Fe are extended the superintendent
and his wife over this attention which
the government has at last consented
to bestow.
To look at the national cemetery
now and compare it with the one we
were forced to see before Captain Van
came here as superin
iVuyvenheim
tendent one can scarcely believe it is
the same place. He has well earned
the additional comforts which Uncle
Sam has promised. The approach to
this beautiful and sacred spot is still
disgraceful and ought to be given attention, but the moment the vision
reaches the point which is government
soil, the change is strikt'"ri"l. z"
is neatness am'.
iiaences intelligent
cr2i2.Su" "STrict attention
one
enters
the cemetery. The
Then
gate is now a work of art. It is totally changed In appearance from
what it was in the days before the
present superintendent took charge.
But within the gate is seen the greatest improvements. The grounds are
clean and beautiful. The grass, once
uncut and uncared for, Is now green
and even as a carpet and all the walks
are carefully trimmed. I do not think
that there is a national cemetery in
the United States that is in better condition and presents a more beautiful
appearance at the present time, than
this one at Santa Fe. Of course, there
are larger ones, but for loveliness and
real beauty, none surpass this little
cemetery sacred to the soldier dead.
It is the intention of Captain Van
Nuyvenheim, if they can be secured,
to plant 75 trees about the place, which
will add greatly to the attractiveness.
I have also heard it intimated a movement will soon be inaugurated to enlarge the grounds, taking in the unimproved land above the present ceme
tery, and that the whole will be surrounded by a stone wall.
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to bring more people who will add to the
wealth ot the city and the county is the only winning play.
inducemtnts that would
Here, in the county of Santa Fe, we could offer
of the irridraw hither a large population if we would take up the question
to us and put them in shape to be
gation of some of these lands adjacent
profitably farmed.
as it does today.
A few years ago the valley of the Mimbres did not look
and
It looked as hopeless as does any country that is wholly isundeveloped
more attractive
Eggs Up.
on the continent that
no
is
there
place
Today
unoccupied.
Among the general shortages that
or that promises greater things.
are complained of in the world of eats.
It was united, untiring, consistent, intelligent effort that made the change, I notice
eggs. The price of this alFe.
of
Santa
the
in
county
here
done
and the same can be
article of diet and of
most
necessary
themselves.
It is all up to the citizens
cooking is "coming up," and we do not
0
know where we are going to land if
the soaring keep on. Fresh eggs are
,hodv couid see that. Her Still going to a luxury and It looks like
Every little while she the cold storage proposition again.
comely fact was flushed. She figeted and swayed.
but more like the
of
not
gaiety,
the
product
The wholesalers are saying that
burst forth into silly laughter-swore. Quite often she mumbled. the hen Is not doing her duty. The
colicky grinning of babes in pain. Once she
flitted obscene
Sometimes across the soiled surface of her brain there
poor hen has to take the brunt of it
made the recording angel weep. all and yet she has been a pretty
images and then she talked in words which
manfriend to humanity from the
Years of downward living were in her face, her dress, her drooling
a drunken woman, steady
time she was first known. It must be
ner A, drunken man is sad enough to look upon. But
was a cunning rosy,
that she Is not overone who might have been a wife, a mother, who once
looked with acknowledged
loaded with brains and at times makes
baby. Into whose dimpled smile a mother
A sanctuary prosoukl tenderness-sai- nts
above, but it was Pathetic!
a Anl nnA a nlllecinfO nf hprgplf . AS
into the mire of the when she runs so
trodden
and
purity
beauty
iranuca.iy oowu
faned, innocence bespattered,
most disheartening.
rnnd ahead of a vehicle, and wnen sne
suiter the finest possibility of life turned into the
and
of man's greed
Yet .round this drunken woman, pitiable product
gets into the garden iu thP esrlv ,
was gathered, jeering and BneerlnSs pring and eats up all you have plant-cruelty, a group of men and boys
of precious value, the wreckage which ed in that pet garden or yours, ana
They saw not the immense waste
They saw when she lets her consort sit on the
a rightly ordered human society would long ago have salvaged!
this tragedy-th- ey
fence and crow and crow in the early
shame to themselves to look with cheapness upon
morning when he ought to be on his
merThif particular spectacle was at a recent public meeting, where the roost; but when we think of the
came and put her thines the hen does and the joy she
made so much disturbance that policemen
But its like may be seen almost gives us what do these little foibles
of
a
pity.
to
thought
moved
nobody
and Billy traits amount to?
anv dav or night in parts of any big city.
Interfered with by the police.
The men who made her drunk weren't
There Isn't anything better than the
meet
ng.
out of the
who helped to hasten her descent weren't put
and the fry and the fricassee and
bake
cherished
a
woman who might have been
Onfyhe woman was stoned-- the
the broil that she makes, and the eggs
she lays are worth any man's coin,
viie, a useful and honored mother. worse?
Could savages have done much
even when they do get up into the althere is nothing quite like
the tariff will not titude, for
President Wilson has announced that It is probable that
the new laid egg for eating purposes
stateion
those
one
of
to stir into one of those joyous
reduce the cost of living. Then that was only
we would be eating or
concoctions which the Missus knows
ments made to get in on when the orators told us that
in.
Democrats got
so well how to put together.
turkey this Thanksgiving if the
I do not see why more people do
intrithe
about
to bother
of raising
There are quite a few of us who do not have
not
t
go into the business
don
We
us.
to most of
cacies of the income tax law. It is simple enough
chickens, anyway. The demand for
have to pay.
eggs Is eternal and never ceasing and
he said there is always a claim of a shortage.
called
the
when
and
physician
neck
her
broke
A woman fell and
Now. they say they are going to imBhe would laugh. It doesn't seem that It was
the woman might get well if
port a great quantity of eggs from
abroad so the demand must be greater
laughing matter.
we see the necesfor shooting ducks from an aero-- than the supply, and
man was arrested out in, Illinois
more of this bird with
of
.
un
was
there.
having
he
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sity
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"
ne ama 1 auw"plane Wonder why
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eliminated or diminished.
The best and surest way to have money is to get the banking habit.
Then you are prepared for all emergencies arising from its lack.
Deposit your money in this strong, safe bank where the same careful
us.
However we may revile her at ((TIJCPII1I TV MA&J'TITI C attention is given to the small depositor as to the largest,
times and charge her with neglect of
InLUUlLI I III MSI 1 1 1 L.L
duty, we can not get along wunom uo
THE FIRST NATIONAL
BANK OF SANTA FE
j
presence of Biddy, the hen.
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CAPITAL. SURPLUS AND PROFITS, 5245,000.00.
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Here is a new cure. It's the potato)
cure. 1 do not know just what it
cures but one of the great singers NIXOLA GREELEY SMITH DISCUSSES THE
i
says It's great.
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no special interest to the nverage
IN THIS COUNTRY.
i
man only to the dude who has been
ac ustomed to wear corsets, it might
make the reduced waist a little easier
for him. You only have to eat seven
large boiled potatoes In a day and
keep It up for eight days. At the
noon lunch you eat five large spuds,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
boiled with the skins on and then you
5
when
o'clock
till
eat
more
don't
any
HOME
you eat two more. You can not have
any sugar, nor any coffee, and soup Is
Cuislnt and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
off the menu, but you can get away
with all the fruit that the stomach will
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
hold, and It must be fruit that is au
central Location.
natural.
If I were the one to undertake this
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
kind of lay out or have a big waist 1
are
there
but
would take the waist,
different points of view and there are
many, I doubt not, who would eat according to the above schedule rather
than have redundancy at the waist
line.
Emmy Destinn is the one who offers this way out of the terrors of
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
big waists and being a singer and un- Proprietor ol the
sty-derstanding the value of looking
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
she would be the
lish and sylph-like- ,
one to follow as she ought to be an au-Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
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thority on the question of the waist
AT ANY PRICE
Nixola GreeleySmith.
line.
MARCUS CATTON,
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Son of the Famous
Take no chances on either
(By NIXOLA GREELEY-SMITH- )
potatoes a day for a period of eight
(By Nivola Greeley-Smith.- )
when a small amount will give
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for
days and then you can lay
CATTON,
1913, by the Newspaper
(Copyright,
the protection that you
you
three, but you have to take It up
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in the way of fads in the food line York, with Tyrone Power and Emily
and had so many recipes for getting Stevens in the leading roles.
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fat and getting lean and keeping the
is a dramatic version of
The
play
Office United States Bank Bnildinf
pink complexion and doing all the Francois Coppee's novel, "The Guilty
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things that the syndicates tell us Man," adapted to the special purposes
about iu these days.
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which
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Sociological
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we would not do much of anything
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companies, good protection
good
well.
and
pretty
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Another bit of the history of the work of the last legislature is of interest Just at the present time, when the tax matter is attracting the general
attention of the press and public.
On the 25th day of February, last, tiepreseniutive Koman u. uaca iu- rl in t lie house with the following title:
act to provide for assistants, clerk and stenographer, in the office
raveling auditor and bank examiner, and to provide compensation and
,g expenses therefor."
course, the object of this bill was to increase the efficiency of the ser
vice of the office of the traveling auditor. The Increase in the efficiency here
would result in the gathering of data regarding this very question which we
are so greatly interested in at the present time and which we are brought
face to face with by the action of the board of equalization.
This bill introduced by the speaker did not get very far, but as far as
might have been expected under the circumstances.
It was referred lo the finance committee, James W.
and there it died.
We can look back on the record of the legislature and in each instance
where a bill was introduced providing for some system whereby more effective methods could be adopted for the collection or the equalization of taxes,
tuich legislation was speedily and effectually killed.
It was not wanted by the bosses. They were satisfied with things as they
already were. They did not want the quiet and peaceable condition, wherein
all their affairs were satisfactorily guarded, disturbed. The other fellow
was carrying the burden and that was easy for the boss.
Now that these questions are being forced upon our attention by the
condition that was sure to come, we see the utter inefficiency of the last
legislature and realize the influences that controlled it and we are reaping
the harvest of selfishness and mercenary greed.
This is a lesson which the citizens of this state cannot afford to let pass
unheeded. They can profit by it. at the next election if they will, by selecting
men for their loyalty, ability and regard for the interests of the people ol
the state, rather than because they wear a certain political collar and are
the henchmen of a certain few bosses who have so long controlled the affairs of this state.
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for the world, which seems
To lie before us like a land of dreams,
So various, so beautiful, so new,
Hath neither joy, nor love, nor light,
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor heln for nain:
And we are here as on a darkling plain
Swept with confused alarms of struggle

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

Today"
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IS FULL OF UNCERTAINTIES!

Where ignorant armies clash by night.
Some of these uncertainties can, however, be avoided or diminished by
that reasonable attention which a man of ordinary prudence should always
give to his pecuniary affairs.
The accumulation of a money reserve is one of the means by which
life's uncertainties arising from poverty prolific source of evils can be
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Lima, Peru. Nov. 13. Official reports from the province of Aymareas,
received today, state that 250 bodies
have been taken from the ruins of the
city of Challhuanca, one of the ten
towns destroyed by the recent

The special committee which will
produce "The Guilty Man" has 'Norman Hapgood, editor of Harper's
Weekly, for its chairman, and includes
in its membership Mrs. O. H. P. Bel- (Continued On Page Seren.)

Transfer of Invalids
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That Wonderf isl Event

THE GET TOGETHER

WOULD

MOVEMENT

e is no doubt about this fact. Why ! during the
years we have published in the newspapers of this
volumes of letters from women who have been f
all their suffering by the timely aid of this grand
re-o-

dicine. Letters like the following, true, genuine and
nonest expressions of gratitude coming from grateful hearts.

PROGRESSIVE

is
A

IN THE

HAND

dr. pierce's FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION

LANDS.

1$ a scientific medicine carefully compounded by an experienced and skillful
physician, and adapted to the needs and requirements ol woman's delicaio
system. 11 has been recommended fur over forty years as a remedy for those
peculiar ailments which make their appearance during "(lie expectant'
period. Motherhood is made easier by its use. Thousands of women have
been benefited by this great medicine.
Your dragslst can supply you In liquid or lahlet form, or you can send
50
t
stamps for a trial box of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prcscriotion
Tablets, to Dr. Pierce, at Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo.

Mrs. L. S. BREICNER, Hudson, Midi., says:
" Sometime ago I was taken with a terrible pain in my right side, such
Bharp pains just like a knife sticking' me.' I tried hot applications but that
did no pood. I went to our family doctor (we were living' in Fayette, Ohio,
at that time) and he said it was organic inflammation. I doctored with him
a while but kept getting worse. The pain was so terrible I could hardly
stand on my feet. I would have that sharp pain in my right side, and a
dull heavy pain the whole length of my limb. I realized that something

BOWERS, Girard, Pa., says:

" I take pleasure in informing you of what Lydia E. Pinkham's' Vegetable
Compound has done for me. I had a sick spell last February, and for
some months after that I was not regular and had many bad feelings. I
was tired all the time, had dull headaches, not much appetite, and also
what the doctor called organic inflammation. Your Vegetable Compound
has entirely cured me and I feci that too much cannot be said in its praise
as I am now able to do my own work. You are perfectly welcome to use
my testimonial for the benefit of others." Mrs. L. E. Bowebs, E.F.D. No. 1,
Girard, Pa.

lie names the following witnesses to; FOR SALIC I'ullets and hens of a
i
prove his actual, continuous, adverse :good strain at $10 per do.. Rhode
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possession of said tract for twenty lund Reds, HmT Orpington
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reason under the laws and regulations privileges;
invited,
correspondence
of the interior department why such; Dept. I.., CIS Common wealth BIdg.,
proof should not be allowed will be Denver, Colo.
at the above- given an opportunity
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
mentioned time and place to crosslMaln,"e 1110 witnesses of said claim-- ! Department of the Interior,
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United States Land Office.
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Sanla Fe, X. At., Oct. 30 ,1913.
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had to be done quickly, so I looked up all of your advertisements I could
find, and saw several that described my case. I got a bottle of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and it helped me from the first dose, and
when I had taken two bottles my trouble was gone. Your medicine has
done so much for me that I am willing you should publish this letter for the
sake of other suffering women." Mrs. L. S. Bkenskb, Hudson, Michigan.

;

,1913.

It is your priviledge to write to Dr. Pierce fur advice, and it will be gladly
given free of charge. Of course all communicutious are confidential.
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find a host of other ailments which should be eliminated in
justice ti the new life alx.ut to be inhered into this world.
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& Co., Testimonial free.
a. m.
remember. Smith was fined 10 as rite in Deming for permanent resi- and Tar Compound has always proven by careless treatment that's all.
no
no
folsour
stomach,
constipation
Sold by druggists. Price 75c per was also Williams.
Both men nald dence this week, his family soon to an effective remedy, quickly relieving
lows Its use. Stuffy colds, wheezy
bottle.
i follow.
Mr. Jacques is engine expert tickling in the throat, and
and
stopping
breathing, coughs
croup and all
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
results, a quickly
Vj' wr, me DAaftemalraf ma Aia. TAP tnA UnmlftT T'mrllir'ra fnmnanv the cough with no bad after effects.
The Capital
helped.
Reports.
pation.
charged. Albuquerque Herald.
'and will look after the Rumley ma- - The Capital Pharmacy.
.
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PAGE EIGHT

CommiBisoners of Santa Fe Coun-- I 5. Nine schools in the county run for
five months, one for six, two for seven,
ty, Santa Fe, N. M.
'nine for eight months, and eight for
Dear Sir:
In
to your Inquiry as to wheth-- i 'nine months. Only three teachers in
BE pi' or reply
TAX
not the board of county commls-- ; the county hold third grade certift-jcate1!J hold second grade and the
(doners of Santa Fe county should be
made a party to enjoin the county as- balance are first grade, five year or
sessor upon the assessment rolls of iife certificates.
FILED BY
Sunta Fe enmity the raise made by
In U. S. Court.
the state board of equalization for the
John S. Tarin was arrested at Lumy
year HTI, I w ill say that I believe that
the state board had the right to make last night by U. S. Deputy Marshal
the raise under the provisions of Sec. jBaca and will be arraigned this
before Judge William H. Pope
of Chapter SI. of the Laws of Iftl'i.
;in the Ir. S. district court, on the
SANTA FE COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
If the state board did not have the
charge of robbing the mails. Tarin is
unr lupiiucn rn
oiauuct right to make the raise, or if they a reform school youth who was parIMjUKLU IU IW ULrlUftLl loused their power, the county com- nui
doned and then got into new mischief.
'
INJUNCTION SO COMMITTEE OF missi"ers are not the real party in
intel.est to bring suit to determine
New Incorporation.
MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION WILL whether the state board abused their
The Southwestern Metal Manufac.power or not, if any tax payer is turing company of Albuquerque, John
DOIUP IPTinU
Dnlnll AiillUn.
hurt by the action of the state board
agent, filed incorporation
'
'he can bring an Individual suit for Herkenhorf,
papers with the state corporation
himself, and In the name of all other commission today. The capital stock
'l'LAW
taxpayer of the county to ascerttain iis $25,000, divided into $100 ..shares.
ArrUKuO KtLltf
The company starts business with
and
0
account of $3,000. subscribed, held by the followWITHOUT COST, SAYS READ!
the raise any injustice has been done ing who are the incorporators: F. W.
"" ""
to any tax payer the law provides an Sutton, ten shares, Spencer, Okla.; W.
A tax suit growing out of the meet- - ample remedy for the correction of
E. White, ten shares, Spencer, Okla.;
ing of the .Merchants' association last the same; it may be said that the R. B. Sutton, San Antonio, N. M., five
this
week, wiil probably be filed late
poor tax payer nas no remedy for the shares, and Anna D. Sutton, San Anaflerno.in or tomorrow, according to reason that he can not employ an tonio, N M., five shares.
members of the committee named at attorney. To this I will say that if
that meeting. This action was taken any injustice is done to any tax payer,
Tax Suits Filed.
after it became evident that the coun- - ),e ,j0eS not have to bring suit to cor- - Suits were filed in the district court
ty commissioners did not favor the rect the error or injustice, as by a
against the First National and
idea of filing a blanket suit as was simple petition he can bring the mat- today
the State National banks to compel
done by the .commissioners in Kddy ter before the district court.
payment of taxes levied against these
county.
or I lie institutions for the year 1912, says the
, ot t:napter
H4,
section
The commissioners were probably Laws of 1913, among other things
Albuquerque Herald. The banks claim
in this decision by a letter
as follows:
that their taxes are excessive and for
from District Attorney Alex Read to
"And any taxpayer complaining of this reason have resisted payment.
the chairman, Jose Ortiz y Pino, who any injustice may submit his
Some months ago suits were filed
requested legal advice on the sub- - plaint to the district attorney, and if against the banks for the taxes for
ject. Mr. Read upholds the state board, the district attorney is satisfied that the first half of 1912, and these actions
but states that a 'correction or change should be mads were today dismissed on motion of
of equalization,
method of relief is afforded the tax so as to avoid injustice to the tax- the district attorney.
payer who is honestly injured by the payer, it shall be his duty to submit
On Asylum Board.
raise.
the mat'.er to the district court and
In discussing the taxation matter ask for an order that such correction Bernhardt Appel, of Las Vegas, Was
today, a point was brought out, by a be made, without cost to the taxpayer today appointed a member of the board
man familiar with the situation, which injuriously affected.''
of trustees of the New Mexico Asylum
is also prominently mentioned in Mr.
I can see no legal reason for the for the Insane, vice Dan Stern,
Read's letter. That is, that to the tax board of county commissioners of
payer who has made an honest return Santa Fe county to in any manner
of his property, a means of relief is whatsoever he a party to any proceed-offereHerring to Roswell.
if he is unjustly affected by a nK to enjoin the county assessor from
General Harry T. Herring
Adjutant
blanket raise, such as was complained entering the raise made by the state left this afternoon for
Roswell, where
of at the meeting last week. This re-- ; hoard of equalization on the assess-lie- f
he will spend the next few days getis also without cost to him, if he nient rolls of Santa Fe county for the
his affairs in shape, preparatory
Is unjustly injured, but it is not a; year 1913, and my advice would be to ting
to actively taking up the work with
safe remedy for a man who has not let some one else enjoin the county the national
guard. He expects to remade an honest return, for it is cer- - assessor if they desire, and that the turn some time
next week. Captain
tain to develop a perjury charge, county commissioners of Santa Fe James Baca has been
assisting the
either growing out of his original county be not a party in the action new
adjutant general with the details
sworn statement, or his petition to the taken against the county assessor.
of the office, Captain Baca, having uncourt for relief. If his original return
Yours very truly,
til recently been detailed as clerk in
Is
a
unfair:
READ.
was just and fair,
raise
ALEXANDER
the adjutant general's office. .'
and he is entitled to relief, but if he .
District Attorney.
turned in his property for less than its
taxable value, (when the law requires
Eddy County Schools.
a sworn statement), and then applies
A. E. Bailey, county superintendent
for relief, he is liable for punishment 0f Eddy county, has filed with the
No- home should be without a hot
for perjury. See Sec. ip, Chap. 84, 'state educational department,, the
This water bottle. Its uses are many all
of 1913.
Iport on Eddy county schools.
Mr. Head's letter to the chairman of shows 81 teachers employed, including the year 'round. Zook has some
the county commissioners is as fol Carlsbad and Artesia. The number dandies. The Rexall Store.
LOST One
is 2f;
of schools with one teacher
lows:
Crenry
Motorcycle
number with two teachers, 3; number chain near plaza. Reward, Jesse L.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 12, 1913.
Nusbaum.
of
with three teachers, 2; number
Hon. Jose Ortiz y Pino,
Chairman of the Board of County schools with Jour or more teachers, ..Born To Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
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F. ANDREWS

SUIT IS TO

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Auto Delivery Every Hour

Auto Delivery Every Hour

!

I

FOR ASS'N

EVERYTHING
THERE IS TO EAT!
Try Oar

AUTO DELIVERY

Phone No.4

after-;noo-

Service

PhoneNo--

ANDREWS

j

4

IFLOWERS
The Clarendon Garden,

PHONE 12

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

DON'T

SOUTHERN PACIFIC MEN
TO STRIKE THIS EVENING
Houston, Tex., Nov. IS. Preparations for a strike at 7 o'clock tonight
were being made today by the more
than 2,500 operating employes of the
Sunset Central lines of the Southern
Pacific railroad. The men at 1 o'clock
this afternoon had received no reply
to their ultimatum of last night demanding joint adjustment of their
grievances. Even an offer of mediation
from the federal board of mediation
and conciliation might not prevent the
strike, it was said, the union leaders
s
contending that nothing in the
act would prevent a walkout before mediation is begun.

j

ATT'Y

WANT EULOGY OF
BREWER IN RECORDS.

I
j

Nov. 13.

SpeakWashington, D. C,
er Clark received today and dropped
into tlie bill hopper of the house a pro
test from the National Woman's Christian Temperance union, "against placing in the permanent congressional
record the funeral oration pronouncs
ed over the remains of the late
Busch, a brewer of St, Louis."
The protest set forth that a resolution to that effect was passed at a
convention of the organization at
Asbury Park, N. J., representing
Adol-phu-

New-land-

300,-00- 0

women.

.
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j
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aval will
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lameda 's church
dediga

ghbishop

His Grace, the Most Rev. J. B. Plta-va- the Blessed Virgin.
Several priests from Albuquerque
archbishop of Santa Fe leaves
this afternoon for Bernalillo where he will be present at the ceremonies and
will clebrate a requiem high mass for one of the prominent visitors from
the late Dean Splinters tomorrow. outside the state will be the Very Rev.
This service is known as "the month's J. J. Brown, S. J., president of the
mind" and will be attended by priests Sacred Heart college In Denver, and
from neighboring towns and missions. superior of the Jesuit missions in New
On Sunday the archbishop syiH be Mexico and Colorado. Father Brown
the central figure at an imposing cere- is the new superior of the province.
His Grace the archbishop, will ' remony: the dedication of the new'" Catholic church at Alameda, 7 or 8 miles turn to Santa Fe Monday afternoon to
from Albuquerque. This mission of attend to correspondence which has
Alameda has long been supplied by accumulated during his visit to Bos- the Jesuit fathers and it was due to ton where he attended the great, mis-- j
the indefatigable zeal of Father F. sionary congress at which sixty or
Troy, S. ,T., that the fine church now more bishops and several archbishops
ready for dedication was erected. The (the cardinal of Boston and the papal
church is to be dedicated in honor ot i delegate, were present.
l,

!

j

j
j

"

LOCAL ITEMS.

j
j

NOVEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

-

n

Schnepple, of Espanola, on Thursday,
November 13, 1913, a son.
Mr.
Schnepple formerly resided in Santa
Fe and was a live wire of the commercial club.
The finest line of Electrical Glassware ever displayed in this city.
Gnagey & Ervien.
Buffalo Dance The Buffalo dance
at Tesuque yesterday drew many
Santa Feuns who motored out to the
famous pueblo to see the Indians in
their glory. The dance did not begin
until 1 p. m. It was pronounced a
'
great success by Indian dance con
noisseurs.
When Interested in a Perfect Fitting Corset see Miss Helpling. Call
and have a trial fitting.
If you suffer with cold feet, our
hot water bottles will prove a comfort
on cold nights. Zook's Pharmacy, The
Rexall Store.
Climate Booklets The booklets on
Santa Fe's climate, which have been
prepared under the auspices of the
chamber of commerce, will be distrib
uted at the special meeting tomorrow
night. The booklets now are in press
but a sufficient number of copies will
likely be ready eo that the members of
the chamber may get a glimpse of tjie
work.
where
you
Hunt, search, seek
might, you cannot find better rubber
goods than at Zook's, The Rexall
Store.
Dance at De Vargas Manager Hall,
of the De Vargas hotel announces today that the first of a series of ten
formal dances will be given at the
hotel Saturday, November 22. The
dance will be an invitation affair in
the sense that only those who receive
tickets
Invitations may
purchase
which will be $1 each, midnight supper or light refreshments a la carte
extra. The dancing will begin at 9:30
and the. music will be furnished by the
Elks excellent orchestra, S. C.
manager. "We shall provide a dance floor as fine "as any in
the state, with lots of room to whirl
and twirl," said Mr. Hall. "We wish
to make these danceB a source of
for the winter season, follow
ing the custom of the great hotels of
the famouB tourist cities. I am selecting an Invitation committee which will
be announced tomorrow."
Dona Ana Going Dry Such was the
news brought to Santa Fe today by
residents of that county. In an election In a district including seven
towns in the southern part 'of the
state, the sale of "wet" goods was
out by big majorities, The towns
included in the district are San Miguel, La Mesa, La Union, Chamberino
on the west side of the Rio Grande
and Mesqulte, Berlno and Anthony on
the east side of the river. The vote
for no saloons was almost unanimous
in some localities, La Union doing dry
by 71 to 7, Berino dry by 37 to 1 and
Chnrmerino by 57 to 4.
Tennis Game Owing to the balmy
weather, the game of tennis is being
resumed. Several players were seen
this afternoon on the court of the U.
S Indian Industrial school. Tennis in
the middle of November may , sound

FANCY WORK GOODS
Beautiful line of Stamped
Linen and Stamped Art Cloth,
Cushion Tops and the pillows
for same. Embroidery Sets and
Embroidery Floss in Royal Society, the D. M, C. and the Grecian Silk Floss.
Crochet Cottons, Crochet and
Embroidery Needles.

MISS A. MUGiER
MILLINER
like California hut it speaks eloquently of Santa Fe's climate. The cham-

ber

Of Commerce

1

will hnvo it hlnnltlet.

out tomorrow on the subject of cli
mate.
Chamber of Commerce There will
bo a special meeting of the Santa Fe.
Chamber of Commerce at 8 o'clock
tomorrow, Friday, night at the new
quarters in the Old Barracks on Lower
Palace Avenue.
MALONE

CONFIRMED;
NO TAMMANY PROTEST
Washington, D. C, Nov. 13. Dudley

Field Malone was conrnied by the senate today as collector of customs at
New York. There were reports of an
impending fight against him by the
Tammany organization, but no protest
was lodged.
SIX AND SIX ON
CURRENCY MEASURE.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 13. The
six administration Democrats of the

senate banking committee met today
to continue work on the currency bill
they will report to the senate; while
InSenator Hitchcock, the
surgent Democrat, met with the five
Republicans and worked on a dissenting report.
LABOR CONVENTION WAITS
FOR COMMITTEE REPORT8.
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 13. The American Federation of Labor was in session less than an hour today. No com-

mittee was ready to report and the
convention adjourned until tomorrow,
the understanding being that the committees would spend the remainder of
the day in work.

Coffee
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j
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Best, in

says
aroma-tigh-

S'.hilling,'s
cans

t

at the price
and unsurpassed at any
is uncqualed

price ?
Who? Moneylmck; with

yourself the undisputed
judge.
Cleanly
and
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cans; 40c. 80c and
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OF OUR MODELS
THE EXTRA VALUE
OF OUR GARMENTS

Please every woman who
comes to this store shopping.
You will find it time well
I spent the many beautiful
I Suits, Coats and Dresses we
iniiwiiiiMitfiT
are showing. Every garment
rd "m r in wii'nn iwm " iiifTi irnfwrn
Tnr
Hart SchaBuer Marx
has some special feature that
I distinguishes it from every
ARE NO
IN THE
GAME
I other one. In fact, you will
1 find the most clever
You
be
not.
to
he
or
can
chooses
in
whether
the
game,
Everybody's
tat ions of the aw VWMWAS 0
H
play your part with success if you care to do it. All you need is 1 styles grouped in a pleasing
array at this store. The values
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES, and they're here for you II at
each price will please you.
11

opynixht

&

THERE

CLOTHES

SIDE LINES

WW

ready to

wearthe smartest and latest styles.

OVERCOATS,

$25.00

AND UP

THE HOME OF HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

" THE HUB."

SUITS

$25.00

AND

THE BIG STORE

rDresses $7.50 nn tn 115.00
IIP i Coats - $6.50 up to $75.00

R ?fON

